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8S Wain Road extension issue heats up
The contentious Wain Road ex­
tension issue moved squarely into the 
political arena this week following a 
presentation to North Saanich council 
May 20 by former Mayor Paul Grieve, 
who threatened the municipality with 
legal action should work on the ex­
tension go ahead as planned.
Grieve’s assault on the proposal 
sparked jockeying by forces for and 
against the extension, evidenced in 
part by Mayor Eric Sherwood’s 
statements to the press this week.
Sherwood initially followed Grieve’s 
presentation with an announcement 
May 22 that all proposed road con­
struction would be halted until a 
review of the costs and implications 
could be made.
Sherwood then flipp-Hopped May 
23 after meeting with members of the 
public works committee, and .said he 
did not order a halt to construction, 
but had instead asked the municipal
engineer to “apprise” him of the 
details of any developments regarding 
Wain Road before he goes ahead.
Meanwhile, Aid. Jay Rangel, a 
major proponent of the e.xtension, has 
in a letter to Sherwood, called Grieve’s 
suggestion to have council take 
another look at the project by hiring a
private consultant, a “stalling” tactic.
On the other side. Aid. Edgar 
Farthing, one of the two aldermen to 
vote against the extension, has come 
out in favour of Grieve’s suggestion.
But Grieve’s call for a private 
consultant to examine the need for 
pedestrian safety and the Wain Road
extension was only one part of a 
lengthy and detailed presentation.
Representing about 35 Deep Cove 
residents at the meeting. Grieve told 
council there is a “pedestrian safety 
crisis in Deep Cove” and council







The recent increase in the number of Sidney house parties in­
volving youths drinking to excess and resulting in violence and 
extensive property damage has Sidney RCMP worried. In fact, 
police are so concerned they have asked local residents to contact 
the Sidney detachment should they spot a house party out of 
control.
Police concerns came to a head this 
week following a party Saturday night at 
a Weiler Road home in which some 40 
youths between the ages of 15 and 18 
created between $3,000 and $4,000 
damage.
The house was “a complete mess,” 
said RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson. Doors 
were broken, holes were kicked and 
punched in walls, beer bottles were 
smashed throughout the home, and 
personal items had been thrown out 
windows.,'' ' ^
In addition, some items, including 
three guns and a strongbox, were stolen. 
All were later recovered in the area.
Hobson- told The Review Monday the 
house party was only one of a nurnbef 
that have taken place in the last few 
:■ months. ■
“There have been six house parties 
that have resulted in damage since the 
beginning of the year,” he said.
Hobson said the parties usually start 
off small, but are “crashed” by a group 
of about 25 to 30 youths who then drink 
to excess and create trouble.
He said the youths who host the
parties and their parents are reluctant to 
take court action against the offenders 
“for fear of intimidation.”
The problem is now getting to the 
point where police fear it will continue 
to increase. Hobson said it appears to be 
the same group of “crashers” who 
travel around to the parties.
“They have no regard for private 
property and are completely 
irresponsible,” he said.
At the party at 2028 Weiler Road, 
police were called about 10 p.m. after 
complaints of noise. Police said there 
were only about two cars and 10 people 
at that time and the owner’s son John 
Dykema, 18, who'iwas> hosting a>;birj-^ 
Jlidiay party for. a friend 
keep the noise down. ;
Union fight 
not over
Front room of Weiler Road horne and damage sustained during weekend house party which got out
However, police returned to the house 
about 40 minutes later after receiving 
another complaint and this time told 
Dykema to “shut it down.”
Police were called yet again to the 
party about 11 p.m. — this time by 
Dykema himself who told police about 
15 or 20 people he did not know
.^started to..get;Qut:(3f,epritrol”Wfighting^ 
^ktcking^Mn’^ wallf and "breaking dowrr^
dOOrS,.';',^. " v;'.
The youth had asked a friend to go' 
next door and caU police for help. - >1 
But by the time police arrived, rhbst 
of the people had left the party.
The youth’s father, Albert Dykema, 
arrived home the following afternoon 
from a two-month holiday in the United 
States and Mexico.
A police investigation is being actively
•ypursued.and.charges are possible.and have 
Mid the other RGMP fallen into a weekend pattern where they
A “minor hurdle” has been suc­
cessfully cleared, but the race is still far 
from over.
At least that’s the feeling of the union 
representing the employees of the Sidney 
branch of the Saanich Peninsula Savings 
and Credit Union following a Labor 
Relations Board decision last week 
upholding the employees’ union cer­
tification.
Peter Glemnitz, Vancouver Island 
representative for the Office and 
Technical Employees Union, local 15, 
said Friday there are still a number of 
issues to be resolved, including a first 
contract, and the reinstatement of head 
teller Judy Sayers, who was fired last 
month.
It would be “premature” to say the 
fight is over yet, Glemnitz said. “There 
is a lot of hard work ahead of us.”
The attack on the union certification 
of the Sidney branch came from both 
the credit union management and 
another group of employees, who asked 
the LRB to reconsider the automatic 
certification it granted the OTEU on 
March 13.'' '
But the three-member LRB panel that 
sat from May 6 to May 12 at the Royal 
Oak Inn said in a letter to the parties 
", that:^'-
“Two women the credit union wanted 
Cbhtihued bn Page'll
members, the problem is a difficult one.
’They just don’t know how to solve it.
“Possibly we should bring the parents 
of the offenders to the house to see what 
their children do on weekends,” said 
Hobson.
However^ he said the problem stems 
further than just violence and property 
damage.
He said most of the youths involved
get, drunk every ; weekend and" create 
trouble.
Hobson said he recognizes the 
problem parents are faced with. “Some 
say ‘we can’t keep them in every 
night.’”
And if parents ask their children 
where they are going, it’s easy for them 
to say “to a birthday party” or 




Although the regional hospital and 
health planning commission has 
reaffirmed its intentions to have a single 
regional facility for obstetrics and 
pediatrics at the new hospital under 
construction at Helrnckcn Road — the 
fight to retain obstetrics at the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital isn’t over yet.
When the Capital Regional Board 
meets today (Wednesday) Sidney Mayor 
Norma Seuley, Central Saanich Mayor 
Dave Hill and North Saanich Aid. Jim 
Gumming will beat their battle stations.
Tlie commission made its decision
May 21 after receiving a report from its 
joint advisory committee, made up of 
physicians and hospital administrative 
personnel. The committee, by a vote of 
17-1 and with two abstentions, 
recommended all obstetrical services in 
the region — with the exception of the 
Gulf Islands—- be provided by 
Helrnckcn Road Hospital.
The next .step is for the health 
planning commission to make its report 
to the rcgionttl board Wednesday — and 
that’s where Sealey, Hill and Gumming 
are planning to fight.
Sealey said Monday she hoped the 
peninsula representatives would be able 
to obtain the support of other regional 
directors at the meeting, “If the board 
doesn’t support our position then the 
next court of appeal is to the health 
minister,” she said,
Sealey said, “After the meeting we’ll 
cither be home free or it’s the start of the 
battle.”
Hill also hopes the board will back the 
peninsula but said even if it does there 
“may be all kinds of hassles."
Continued on Page 2
Five-year-old Michelle Dixon received big surprise in mail when 
she opened lid to find robin's nest inside. For story see page 2,
mone
set
The controversial North Saanich 
Marina Ltd. dcvclopmclnt of Tsehuin 
Harbor goes to the public tonight 
(Wednesday),
North Saanich council has scheduled 
a public hearing for 7:30 p.m, at the 
Royal Ctmadinn Legion Hall on Mills 
Road to gauge public response to a 
proposed amendment to the current
zoning bylaw which would sec a 
development permit applied to the 
Tsehum Harbor land owned by 
Victoria alderman and developer Hob 
Wright.
Houses are slated to be built on the 
approximately 25 acres, recently 
removed from the Agricultural Land 
Reserve against the wishes of council,
Need your lawn cut, fencemended, 
kitchen painted?
SI'Atl’s “jam” program brigade is 
at the icady to pcifoim all those odd 
jobs and chores householders — 
especially senior citizens --- need to do 
i at this time of (he year but don't hitvc 
i the time, energy or muscle power, 
There’s more than 1(X) youngsters 
standing by on call at the Saanich 
Peninsula’s two youth centres at 
Sidney and Saanicliton,' says program 
co-oidinator of the teen activity 
groups, Camille Marlin, >
The “jam” program is now in its 
fifth year. It runs year-round but 
during spring and summer people need' 
mure help, Maitin says. In 1979, .some 
,32 youngsters were employed in July 
and August, "Response is usually 
good but there arc always more kids 
than calls,” she says.
Marlin says S I AG organizers don’t 
interfere in pricing jobs, ''That's 
strictly between the employer and 
employee to set a price suitable to them 
both,” she says.
"Hut If an employer finds difficulty 
in agreeing on a price we can always 
arrange for them to sec someone else,"
If you can employ a youngster to do 
a job call any of the following num­
bers: ■ '
•The Peninsula Community 
Association office at 656*0134, 
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 4;3p p,m.
•.Sidney STAG clubhouse, call 
evenings 656-6713.
•Saanichton centre, evenings 652- 
9050.
Monday night Sidney council ap­
proved sale of town property at 3rd 
Street and Mount Baker to the B.C. 
Development Corporation - and the 
long wait for construction of a Sidney 
courthouse in finally over.
Mayor Norma Sealey said Tuesday 
the courthouse will be built directly 
behind the town hall and will comprise 
part of an administrative core area.
BCDC project manager Robin Speer 
estimates three months for design work, 
one month for tendering and nine 
months for completion of construction. 
The courthouse should be operational 
by August, 1981, Sealey said.
Sealey took the property sale proposal 
to council at an incamcra meeting 
Monday night following some informal 
discussions the mayor had with Hugh 
Curtis, finance minister and MLA for 
Saanich and the Islands.
BCDC will purcha.se approximately 
one quarter of the block bounded by 3rd 
Street and Mount Baker. The cor­
poration's plans for construction in­
clude a courtroom, judge's chambers, 
public waiting and interviewing rooms, 
witness and police walling space and 
administration and acute holding 
facilities.
Initially, the court will sit possibly 
three days each week and when 
established will conform to caseload 
requirements,
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^•rsiKiir ■ Where People are Invited to
“ASK US"...
PRESCRIPTIONS and DRUG INFORMATION 
Our pharmacists welcome your inquiries.
HOURS
MON.-SAT.
9 a.in, - 6 p.m.
“Where People Are Important’
7181 West Saanich Rd. > in Beautiful Brentwood
652-IS2I
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Bamford to rim 
in Sidney
aldermanic race
Well known community 
worker Stan Bamford has 
decided to run in the up­
coming June 7 Sidney 
aldermanic byelection.
It’s Bamford’s first try 
for municipal office 
although he’s worked for 18 
months on the Peninsula 
Recreation Commission as 
a member at large for
Sidney and is currently a 
director/secret ary of
Sanscha Hall’s board of 
directors.
An industrial education 
teacher at Stelly’s school, 
Bamford, 52, of 2011 
Linda, Sidney, says he’s 
interested in community 
affairs and would like to do 
what he can to help.
There’s no crisis in 
Sidney, no big issues, he 
says.






Mayor Eric Sherwood said at a regular meeting la.st 
week a report on council’s activities will be going out to 
all North Saanich residents within the next two or three 
weeks.
Sherwood made the comment after council received a 
letter from Mrs. Patricia Heald, 9260 Ardmore Drive, 
wanting to know if council would consider putting out a 
periodic news report on council happenings.
favor of a breakwater- 
harbor complex “as long as 
it doesn’t cost the city an 
arm and a leg.
“1 think it will be good 
for the community in 
general. More specifically, 
it will be even better for 
businesses.”
And he acknowledges, 
“Unless the town grows, it 
dies.”
Also running for the 
aldermanic scat vacated by 
Daryl Ashby - Loyd 
Burdon, 28, a salesman of 
2200 Calvin, and Mike 
Lane, 31, a busine.ssman 
who owns Cheach’s 
Amu-sement Arcade on 4th 
Street, Sidney.
Nominations closed May 
20, polling day is June 7 
with the advance poll set for 
June 4.
A plan by Central Saanich council for 
widening Keating Crossroad was given 
the green light May 20 at a meeting 
between Saanich school board trustees 
and council.
Aid. Percy Lazarz said Monday the 
school board reviewed the municipal 
engineer’s plan and agreed it should go 
ahead.
The $1.4 million project will begin 
later this year, Lazarz said. “Council 
has budgeted for a quarter of the cost 
this year.” .
The road will be widened from the 
intersection of Central Saanich Road 
and Keating through to the municipal 
gravel pit and will likely be a two-year 
project, Lazarz said.
The provincial department of high­
ways will pay half of the $1.4 million 
costs.
Now, Lazarz said, council is hoping 
the highways department will go ahead 
and build an overpass soon at the 
junction of Keating and Pat Bay High­
way.
Battle stations
Continued from Page 1
Bab’s Family 
Restaurant





Open Mon. Thru Sot. 9 a.m. • 8 p.m.|
^aystipw
Phone Ahead lor Foeter Tokooul 
Llcontod 652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD








Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 













Brentwood Shopping Plaza 
"Iliimcslylr ('.miliiiii’ mid 
lliikini; III Olil- 
1'iishiiini‘tl I*iitr\ 
Open
7 Days A Week' 
® Licensed 7 a.m. - 8 p.m.
^ 652-1192












SEAFOOD S STEAK S ; 
OPEN DAILY FOR 
, ; LUNCH ft OINNER 
(CloMd Tuei. 1
2558 Beyan Ave., 
Sidney
'“On the Waterfront’ 
656-464(y
hotel Sidney
Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Tiy bur famous salad bar 






Beacon Plaza AAail 
2321 Beacon Ave.
- ' ^ Sidney
656-4822
Right now, the health planning 
commission is functioning through a 
bylaw passed by the Capital Regional 
Board which gave it the power to make 
certain decisions. The board will likely 
have to amend the Letters Patent in 
order to take the power away from the 
commission. Hill said.
He admits: “It’s going to be quite a 
battle. Those people on the sub­
committees of the health planning 
commission are all pretty adamant.”
Gumming is all ready to weigh in. 
“I’ll have something to say on the 
subject. I’ll take time out to tell them 
how 1 feel,” he said. Last week the 
alderman charged the CRD hospital 
board with interfering with the ad­
ministration of the local hospital, saying 
it has no right to force the transfer of the 
obstetrics unit from the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital to Helmcken Road.
And local doctors are still standing by 
an earlier decision to support retention 
of obstetrics at the peninsula hospital. 
“We’re still all anxious to win the day,” 
said Dr. H.C. Worrall, 2412 Beacon.
In Victoria, Dr. Scott Wallace is 
leading the battle to retain obstetrics at 
the Royal Jubilee Hospital. The “gloves 
are off’ and “we’ll fight this to the last 
ditch and we’re not backing off one inch 
from our position,” Wallace said 
recently.
Some 1,000 copies of a petition have 
been circulated as part of a campaign to 
save the two services — obstetrics and 
pediatrics — at the Jubilee.
QUALITY JEWELLERY 
& HANDCRAFTS Winner of 









MACRAME SUPPLIES AND BEADS
and JEWELLERY by BENTE REHM
5325 Cordova Bay Road




11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 7 days a week
Now Open at Mattick’s Farm 










Plan of action 
on fixed link 
proposal
Opponents of the proposed fixed link between"" 
Vancouver Island and mainland B.C. will have the 
opportunity to let their views be known when an “anti­
fixed link” petition comes to Sidney June 7.
Opponents of the scheme have scheduled a one-day 
petition drive to accumulate names within the Greater 
Victoria area. :
Sidney residents will be able to sign the petition at 
Beacon Plaza between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. Organization 
of a petition follows a rally at the Empress tea room 
Sunday night in which opponents set out their plan of 
'action.'
Sea Breeze (^fe
9776 - 4th St. . Sidney
Beh;nd the Post Ollice
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH S CHIPS
Bieakfast-lunch-dinner 
Open Dolly 7:30 AM • 7i30 PM 
Clotod Sunday
















BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finc.st in 
Family Dining 






West Saanich Itu. 




Spe<lalltlng In Chinese 
Si Canadian Food
OPEN: MOH.-THURS, 4" • MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sal, 4" • r s.m,
SUNDAY ' p.m.
lleliveiy willi miniini.'m.fli()i,'t
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-39441
2136 Keating X Rd
Open Every Doy 
Evening Dining 





ERS - FISH & CTfIPS 
- ICE CREAM 
Eat - Phone in • Take out
ot tho X-Rood Ml. Nowton 
A Eait Saanich 
652-9313
•OUROINKINO 
• CHICKEN *11411 a CHIPS
fiaacon Ploio Mall.SIdnay 
656-5442
Lunn’s Pastry Deli 
& Coffee Shop
• Foiicy Meott- 
•Block foreil Ham- 
















Thru tat, Ili30> lilOnoon 
4130 • Fiao p.m, 
Sunday 4)30 .PiOO p.m, 
Cloted Maridoy
9807-4111 SI., Sidney 
656-6722 takeout
Where to take your visitors B friends
RtMlitilliillllBimillH laiaiiiMi
AKDMOKE GOLF COOUSE, 930 Arilninre Dr. & Wesl Sminlch lloHd, Sidney 
A ctwy 94iolcr, ideal for families. ITenutIful scenery luul special twilight rales for 9-holc 
gome. Clubs and cart rentals picnic ami barbecue facilities •- swimming bcacli. I’lmnc 
656-4621,
HWENTWOODINN, 7172 BreniwomI Drive, Breniwood. 652-2413.
THE FKAIRIE INN, comer Ml. Newlon X Uoads and EunI Snnnich Hd. 656-1575 
Relax by tlie fire and listen to live enicrtainmeni wliile playing Chc,ss, Cribbage. ClTCckers,
Backgammon, Darts or Pool,
SIDNEY tHAVELOIKJE, 2280 Ileacon Ave., .Sidney, 656-1176
Fontlea FInce every Friday and Saturday night 9 • 2 a.rn., dance to the music of tlie 50's
feautrirut, in the Lounge, Micluui hnhm, Guitar Vocalir.t, B‘,00 p.m, to ktidniglil.
SALMON FISIIINCJ, Bnal Heniai, Guided Fishing THpn (all inclusive) Family fishing 
In the protected Saanich Inlet. BRENTWOOD DOAT RENTALS at iItc Fckv Dock, 
Brentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014.
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A 40-year-old Sidney 
man has been jailed for 
seven days after pleading 
guilty to his fifth drinking­
driving offence.
Wayne Edward Roberts, 
9663 Eighth Street, pleaded 
guilty to' driving with a 
blood-alcohol content over 
.08 on Nov. 7.
Roberts was stopped by 
Sidney RCMP after he was 
spotted speeding on the 
Sanscha Hall parking lot at 
about 11:40 p.m. Two 
breath test readings of .22 
were eventually obtained, 
court was told.
Roberts was convicted of 
impaired driving (Jet. 3, 
1968, Nov. 9, 1970, and 
Sept. 26, 1974, and of 
driving With a blood- 
alcohol content of over .08 
on July 9, 1976 when he 
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' SUSAN WESEEN, ngtsd 
17, a boarding aludont at 
.Si. Michaaln Univtirsily 
School in Victoria, has 
hfifm nwardod a scholar­
ship to Harvard CoIIoro, 
whoro sho will study 
English. Susan, who on- 
fered St, Michncln Unt- 
vorslty School in 107B as 
ono of tho first U.G. Tele 
vision Scholarship win­
ners, is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs, Norman 
Weseen of Smilhors, 13,0.
I









Nancy Pearce still finds it hard to believe chair floated off truck she and husband Bill were 
using to transport furniture to home.
Nancy wants
her chair back
Nancy and Bill Pearce bought some 
furniture in Victoria on Sunday — 
pieces they were looking for to 
brighten up the house they’d bought 
recently at 10130-3rd Street, Sidney.
And they were lucky. The settee, 
loveseat and chair they carefully 
loaded into their pickup truck around 
8 p.m. was “just what we wanted,” 
Nancy said Monday.
The couple took off for home along 
the Pat Bay Highway but were in for a 
shock when they drew up outside their 
house and went to the back of the 
truck to lift off the furniture.
The chair was missing.
Peering into the vehicle, Nancy told 
Bill, “I just don’t believe this.”
Somehow, they reasoned, it must 
have come adrift and fallen out. 
Therefore, it would be somewhere 
along the highway. There was only one 
thing that bothered Nancy: the traffic 
had been busy, why hadn’t someone
seen the chair fall and alerted them?
They turned around and drove back 
into Victoria along their earlier route 
and searched without success. Next 
port of call was Sidney RCMP detach­
ment office where they were told there 
had been a repon of a chesterfield 
falling off a truck. This was confirmed 
by Central Saanich police and the 
location was set at Moe’s Hill, just 
past the Pay and Save gas station on 
the highway.
The weary couple searched for the 
missing chair until midnight and then 
gave up. “Someone,” Nancy said, 
“has already picked it up.”
But she would like her chair back. 
So would Bill. Nancy can be contacted 
at The Review where she works as a 
printer (656-1151) or at home (656- 
6835).
There’s even a reward for anyone 
with information leading to recovery 
of the chair.
'ami
STAN BAMFOR.P for alderman
* Resident of Sidney for 
9 years.
Someone once said there is always a pleasant sur­
prise in the post. Only the Dixon family of 6267 
Central Saanich Road hadn’t expected to be quite that 
surprised.
'Employed by Saanich 
School District as an 
Industrial Education 
Teacher.
“It sure startled me,” said Mrs. Louise DixOn. “It” 
is a mother robin Dixon found her her postbox when 
she went for her daily mail last week.
Jr'
..Im. 'iA-
"•Married, with one 
daughter and four 
sons.
STAN BAMFORD
The robin had made a nest in the Dixon’s mailbox 
and was hatching five sky-blue eggs.
Dixon noticed some twigs and bits of grass in her 
mailbox, but thought someone must have put them in 
there. So she promptly threw them out.
But the next day when she went for the mail the 
twigs and grass were back in. Once again she threw 
them out.
Finally, she opened the mailbox last week to find a 
young robin inside and the nc.st completed.
And even though the family receives mail daily — 
the bird won’t budge from her nest.
“'Yesterday we even got a parcel in the box,” Dixon 
said. Still the robin didn’t shift.
It’s great fun for the Dixon’s children, Michelle, 5, 
and Lisa, 3, and all the other youngsters in the neigh­
borhood who keep an eye now on the mother and her 
five unborn charges.
MY INTEREST IN COMMUNITY AFFAIRS HAS RESULTED 
IN MY SERVING:
•9Vz years with the Boy Scouts of Canada, North Okanagan District 
Council,
• 2 years on the Mayor's Advisory Council in Vernon
• Member of the Lions Club
• 6 years as a Director of the Sidney and North Saanich Community 
Hall Association (SANSCHA)
• 1 year with the Sidney & North Saanich Chamber of Commerce (as 
SANSCHA's delegate)
"*Presently the member at large for Sidney on the Peninsula 
Recreation Commission.
I feel my experience would be of benefit to you on the Sidney Town 




North Saanich Mayor 
Eric Sherwood ha.', 
proclaimed .lunc 1 to 7 Red 
Cross Week in that 
municipality, In a prepared 
sintcment, SIterwood said 
laciivitie.s in and around the 
water constitute a major 
part of the recreational 
enjoyment of North 
Saanich residents,
Sherwood pointed out 
that in this respect, the Red 
Cros,s Water Safely Service 
is dedicated to the 
prevention of drownings.
On V.incoiivor 
Uland Ihcri* is a 





.lUST PLAIN GOOD 
FOOD - Dried fruit of 
all kinds; Pinto beans; 
Chick peas; Whole 
unpasieurized, non- 
lioinogeonizcd milk; 
navy beans; walnuts; 
cashews; almonds; j 
peanuts; sprouting? 
seeds; fresh sprouts,f 
buckwheat groats; carob 
chips; pumpkin seeds;! 
brazil mils hulga wheat;I 
soya beans; llnx; brown j 
lice; black-eye peas; 
millet: bran; Whole’ 
wheat, corn rye; Kidney 





New Owners of Sunflower Hcallh Foods
\ ^
pm
buckwheat flour; corn 
(lour; pine nuts; sun­
flower seeds; soya grits; 
wholewheat flour; 
untrenifd while Hour; 
Wheat flakes, Rye 
flakes; Oat Flour; wheat 
germ; Ypguri; And 
many, many more fine 
foods to choose from. If 
you arc not acquainted 
with the nutritional 
lvalue of these many 
'foods or how to in- 
Uroduce them In your 
cooking, visit our book 
stand and select one of 
the many informative
New faces, niul all
publications available,
the sniiie wmiilcrful iiroihicls, Come In soon and meel llinnc and nilL
(' O .’Mis 
‘iiilni'V. t< t \ H| K I
PER HEALTH FOODS
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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Page 4 Wednesday, May 28, 1980
Justice better served
The Sidney courtroom has been a long time 
coming and it isn’t here yet but at least some 
firm and definite steps have been taken 
towards its constructon. The facility is now 
expected to be operational by August, 1981 - 
and that makes it just one year overdue.
There will no doubt be sighs of relief from 
a number of people. For Hugh Curtis, it’s the 
end of a long period of constant delays and 
negotiations that never seemed to be going 
anywhere.
For Sidney RCMP, travelling to Victoria to 
appear in court has long been a hassle with 
man hours lost almost daily as cases are 
adjourned or remanded, necessitating yet 
another journey to court. As well, police costs 
rise with overtime payinents.
But although the court will save a good deal 
in frustration, time and money, it will, more 
importantly, speed up the process of justice, 
which is always better served where there is 
the least delay.
Currently, there’s a six-month delay on 
local cases appearing in court, with last 
January’s cases set for July. The Sidney 
courtroom will better provide for the people 
who live here and ensure swifter justice for 
j'all.:''''
Indian war canoe races at East Saanich.
\ N ^ '■SX letters
Wants information Council shy?
We are three summer students employed by Victoria 
Rape Assault Centre under the youth employment 
program to prepare an educational kit on sexually 
assaulted adolescents/teenagers.
Information contained within the kit will include: 
•Resources available in the community for victims 
and parents.
•Procedures (medical and legal) for victims 
•Diffusing and avoiding assault situations 
•Affects of rape/assault and incest 
•Emphasizing parental support of adolescent victims. 
We are asking for additional information from the 
community - especially parents with regards to the latter 
item listed above - to help us in forming the kit.
Any interested persons can contact us at the following 
telephone numbers: 382-5158, 384-5687, or 385-9027 or 
write to: Summer Project, c/o Victoria Rape/Assault 
Centre, 1947 Cook Street, Victoria, B.C. V8T 3P8.
Donna Wong
Following the successful introduction of telecasts of 
the Sidney council meetings on Cable 10, our com­
munity co-ordinator made a presentation to North 
Saanich council to provide a similar service to taxpayers 
of North Saanich.
On the negative vote of one alderman — Jim 
Cumming — residents of North Saanich have been 
denied this service. Aid. Cumming argued that the 
presence of T.V. cameras may tempt aldermen to “play 
to the cameras” and there are gallery seats in council 
chamber for those who wished to follow the 
proceedings.
Following please find a copy of the letter that was . 
forwarded to North Saanich council.
North Saanich Mayor and Council 
P.O.Box 2027,
Sidney B.C. V8L 3S5
ice Makes own decision
punchdrunk after 
/ learning that the destruction wrought at a 
private party here in Sidney last week was 
only one of a half-dozen in the last few 
.months.
Walls and doors punched in, furniture 
i? smashed^: an estimated $4,(^ worth of 
damage — and all brought about by drunken 
gatecrashers who wreak this havoc and 
damage and then rely on a form of in­
timidation to escape the law.
Why do young people feel impelled to get 
drunk constantly in order to have a good 
time?
Why do they feel this urge to destroy?
What, we wonder, do parents feel when 
they view their homes after the destruction?
We don’t know the answers to these 
questions but we’ve got one piece of advice. 
Parents should keep a watching brief on any 
parties planned in their homes from now on. 
And neighbors should co-operate by alerting 
police at the first sign that something is 
wrong.
While Messrs. Potter, Davies and Bingham continue 
their philosophical debate on immigration, cultural mix, 
bigotry and the pros and cons of supporting the 
Intercultural Association of Greater Victoria, they have : 
perhaps lost sight of one small, important point — 
namely, that the residents of North Saanich pay their 
.everincreasing:property taxes expecting that money to 
be used for the maintenance of the municipality.
Each of us has ample opportunity to support the 
charities of our choice with our personal cheques. I feel 
quite compietent to decide for myself which charities 
warrant my donation and I did not elect council 
members to ihake that decision for me.
Jean M. Potter [Mrs.] 




The executive and members of the Saanich Peninsula 
Orchestra would like to thank The Sidney Review for its 
coverage of our Sanscha Hall concert with the Saanich 
District Youth Choir in April.
Please extend particular ihank.s to Tom Cronk for his 




In a pervious i.ssue of The Review there was an article 
regarding a reunion of staff and students of North 
Saanich secondary school. 1 hope you will be so kind as 
to announce the following information about this 
special occasion.
The North Saanich secondary school reunion for all 
former staff, students and graduates who attended the 
school during the period from 1938 until its last 
graduating class in 1965, will be held June 28- 29, There 
will be an open house at the school from 3 p.m. - 7 p.m, 
on June 28 (Saturday) with a wine and cheese reception 
held that evening. .A family picnic to include spouses 
and children is planned for June 29 (Sunday) at Beaver 
Lake Park from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
We would appreciate hearing from all those who wish 
to attend one, some, or all of the.se events by June 6, 
1980. Please either write or telephone to; Mrs, Linda 
Foley, 6275 Rodolph Road, Victoria, B.C. V8Z 5V9 or 
call 652-2248.
I.inda Foley
Councils response was to receive and file.
The management of Saanich Cablevision Ltd. does 
not believe it appropriate for cablevision to tell the 
taxpayers of North Saanich what is best for them. We 
w'ill go so far as to point out that Aid. Cumming had no 
objection to the community channel cameras when he 
appeared on our all candidates meeting.
When the question of telecasts of council meetings 
was discussed, no candidate voiced any objections then.
Residents of North Saanich, we have struck out — the 




We have just learned that Canada has increased the 
military budget by 3 per cent after pressure to do so was 
applied by the ILS. on Nato nations during recent Nato 
meeting in Europe,
Becau.se sve arc members of Nato and .Norad and
Cnnliniied on Page 16
60YEARSAGO!
From the May 27,1920 luue of The Review.
Jiiimcs Island — The matter .still remains more or less 
a mystery, in fact the main features are somewhat hazy, 
and the whole night’s occuraiice seems to have been -~ 
either through accident or design -- perpetrated solely 
for the purpose of arousing the curiosity of thc eaTly- 
retiring citizens of our fair village.
The facts, as near as we can gather, are these: In the 
first place Mr. Allen's dinghy broke free, and on being 
Informed, Mr. Allen immediately proceeded to let loose 
his light cruiser “00“, and after many exciting c.x- 
perknees, caught the eiusive craft. But thinking he 
hadn't enough gas to carry him home, he proceeded to 
make himself comfortable behind Sidney Spit.
Darkness was fast setting in when some of the ner­
vous folk started to get uneasy, and eventually Arthur 
Ingles set out in his dreadnought, and after locating the 
“OO" peacefully at anchor, thought he would visit 
Sidney Island.
Meanwhile, stil! uneasy about losing sight of the 
“OO” for so long, Joe Wright in his light cruiser 
currying Walter Dods os chief engineer, proceeded to 
follow the course of the other two vessels, and seeing 
they were both well and happy proceeded to Resthaven 
Beach to pm up for the night,
By this lime wild excitement reigned on the island and 
mnny pcfrihilitirs wen* put forth by the ev.-i'i-d cr<vv<'d. 
Some whispered in awed tones that a “still" had been 
located on one of the neighboring islands; another 
suggested that a bottle had been dropped over-hoard by
one of the Vancouver bo.iits; and still a third thought 
there had been a handicap race pulled off.
However, curiosity got the better of lour more, ami 
not fearing the howling tempest, and blistered hanciii, 
put out in a rowboat in command of Capi. Jones with 
•Mr. Rivers as first mate, and a crew of Mercer anil 
Richards. With the help of a lot of wind, a little hard 
work and anticipation of what they were going to (tritj, 
these rovers of the high sea.s duly arrived at Sidney 
Island to find Mr. Allen snoring, Arthur Ingles havinga 
good time, and (so they say) no “still".
However, the bunch grass, according to all reports. Is 
pretty warm, and so by using a little imagination, they 
had a good sleep. At various times during the wee small 
hours they arrived home and noiselessly crept to bed, lo 
the delight of the womenfolk.
50Ylw\RSAGO:
From the May 29,1930 Issue of The Review
Recently the garage business at Kcatipg operated by 
Mr. J. Patterson was acquired by Messrs. A.B. Clffen 
and Wm. .Spou.se. The nesv propriciois have had 
considerable experience, Mr, iGiften some 13 years — 
the last seven of which were spent in San Francisco' 
where he specialized in mechanical repairs. Mr, SjHvuse 
is a specialist in electrical and ignition work with some 
si.x years’ e.xperience in Victoria and Nanaimo,
40 YEARS AGO:
From the May 29, !')40l».:'!tif of The RfsJew "
The Sidney Schotvl won the J.J. White trophy for 
most points by a school in the annual May 24 sports day 
program in ‘vidney. Keith Hollands won ihe North
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Brought to you through the courtesy of
whvU metnm
new aixJ used • sail and cx>wer
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(comer Harbour Rd. & Resihaven)
FL'LFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are “Standard Times"
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0255 9.6 1020 1.7 1825 10.0 2310 8.3
Fri. 0030 9.5 1055 1.3 1910 10.3 2345 8.4
Sal. 0350 9.5 1135 1.0 1950 10.5
Sun. 0045 8.5 0430 9.3 1205 1.0 2025 10.7
■Mon. 0140 8.5 0510 9.1 1245 1.2 2105 10.9
Tue. 0250 8.3 0600 8.8 1330 1.6 2145 11.0
Wed. 0410 7.9 0700 8.3 1420 2.3 2235 11.0
COMl'l i: i LSLRVIC F, 
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Sunday, June 1 
9:45 a.m. - Sunday 






With reference to your letter of May 8 declining our 
offer to distribute the proceedings of council on our 
community channel.
The management of Saanich Cablevision is sincerely 
disappointed in your decision in. view of the con­
siderable time and money spent in an effort to perform 
this public service, and in view of the enthusiasm with 
which Sidney council telecasts have been received.
The community channel was established to foster 
dialogue within- the- community. Most cable-operators 
, place a high-priority on the conduct of the publics 
/jbusiness.','' X
We 'wiii, j as: soon as some long Belayed equipment 
arrives be telecasting the proceedings of the House of 
Commons in Ottawa.
May we on behalf of our subscribers, who are footing 
the bill for both the cost of council and the cost of the 




Wednesday, June 4 
7:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
& Prayer .Meeting.
656-5012 or 656-4537
Anglicon Church of Conodo
THE PARISH 





Sunday, June 1st 
8:00 aim. Holy
Communion 









11:15 a.m. - Choral 
Communion, Sunday 





Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-4870 — 656-5322 
Asst. Rev, R. Good 
656-0023
Saanich Service Club challenge cup for top male athlete 
while Kathleen John won the Sidney Social Club cup for 
lop female point-getter,
30 YEARS AGO:
From the May 31,1950 lisue of The Review 
Two Grade 12 Sidney sisters came through with top 
performances in the Victoria District civiT Service 
e;saminaiion for stenographers. Diane Baillic, and twin 
sister Joanne eamc first and third respectively in the 
competition out of 41, The girls will graduate this June 
and arc daughters of Mr, and .Mrs, William Baillic.
20 YEARS AGO:
From the June 1, I960 issue of The Review 
The re-routing of the Mill Hay-Brentsvood Ferry was 
a topic of concern 20 years ago as well. Then the 
Dunenn-Cowichan chamber of commerce raised the 
issue of changing the ferry lermin.'ih to Deep Cove on 
this side and Cherry Point on the west side. Later the 
chamber modified its stand to ask the ferry terminals be 
changed to Put Hay here and the site of the old Queen 
Alexandra Solarium cm the west.
10 YEARS AGO;
From the June 3,1970 Issue of The Review 
“Folk poet’’ Ciipp Forster left Sidney for Hollywood 
this week, The writer-wanderer who ha.s been tending 
bar at Sidney Hotel is heading for the higtime with a 
seven-year contract Just signed to voice record his 
writing for R^nw'ood Pe.-orHs, :i'fi-''mp:iti;,' hy
R.sndy Wood and band leader Lawrence Welk. Oipp’s 
persona! manager will be Jack Benny’s old-time simple 
songster Dennis Day.











Sunday, June 1 
8:30 a.m. Communion 
ll:15n,m, Family 
Service (Hall) 
Rev, Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 




Now meel til the Moose 
Hull, 7925 East Saanich 
Hoad,
Sun. —• 11:15 a.m. 
Hrciiking of Bread 
7:00 p.m.
Public Lecture 




For Information call 
652-3606
HERA CVl // 
HIHU: CHURCH
lund«rtirvU»i
ia« tT. Ho fo oot) 7pm 
W«rJ Pio»«i 7 p m









Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stelly's Secondary School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
SAANICHTON 
BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11:00 a.m 










7;(X)p.m. ; ; ; Evening
7;.;^ ;’Service;
Wedriesday









2295 Weiler Ave. 






Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Res. 656-7484 
Office 656-2721
Tlie Church By The Lake 
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Highway
9:30a.m. Family
V Church School







Brent wood Bay 
Sunday, June 1 
Trinity Sunday 
Pentacost I
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morn Prayer 




A.S. McNeil 652-26 51
OUR LADYOFTHE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 















Hope 11 THESS, 4:16,17) 
The Church meels ai: 






















7:30 p.m, Wednesday 
Prayer
Al l ARE WELCOME 






7(M)8 W. Saanich Rd, 
Brentwood Buy
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
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10364 McDonald Park Rd.








7:00 p.m. Praise A Share
Thursday
7!(H)p.m, Bible Siiidy 
“Preaching the Christ-













No. 1 Gr. 
C2.18kg)
THE REVIEW Page 5
or Roast 
Centre Cut















Frozen Concentrate12Vz fl. OZ. (355 ml) container...
(California Grown. Canada No, 1 Grade .,... ,,. , Each
Assorted




"Free" wheel Into summer In the great






























Prices effective: May 28 to June 1st 
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
We reserve the right to limit Quantities. Sales In retail Quantities Only. CANADA OAF e WAY L I M I T G O
a'M;:






SfcRVlNG THE peninsula WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
KssaasEssraraass
SIDNEY iEAT MARKET




ROUND SHOULDER BEEF *1”
English Style "Bangers" available 




Leave your child ot P.o.I.s. 
while you shop!
$ 1.50 on hour 
Upper Moll, Town Square
656-7822
“Ploy and Leorn Safely"
HELP us REDUCE OUR STOCK
EFFECTIVE JUNE 2nd - 20th
2468 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656-2455
Super summer
A single-vehicle accident 
on Highway 97 about 40 
kilometres north of 
Williams Lake claimed the 
life of a 20-year-old 
Saanichton woman May 20.
Police said Gail Margaret 
Smillie, of 7313 Veyaness, 
was the driver of a car that 
left the road and went down 
an embankment.
It was the second tragedy 
for the Smillie family in two 
years.
The woman’s father, 
Norman Alastair Smillie, 




Camping and swimming trips, horseback riding, 
beach parties, tours and regular evening social activities 
are only some of the events planned for members of 
Sidney and Centra! Saanich teen activity groups (STAG) 
this summer.
A brochure detailing the season’s programs will be 
distributed early in June to the Panorama Recreation 
Centre, schools and by mail, says STAG programs co­
ordinator Camille Martin. The brochure can also be 
picked up at the Peninsula Community Association, 
8913-5th Street or at either of the youth centres.
This year STAG members are challenging Central 
Saanich and Sidney police and probation officers to 
their annual ice cream eating contest. Indications are 
police will accept, Martin said Friday.
A trophy will be awarded the winning team. Martin is 
hoping the three peninsula mayors — Norma Sealey, 
Dave Hill and Eric Sherwood — will act as judges.
During the summer, youngsters will also be involved 
in various fund raising events and will have booths at 
Sidney Days, July 1, and at Sidney Lions Sea Cavalcade 
Aug. 16.
Martin said the majority of trips STAG members will 
be taking in the program are free. “There’s a nominal 
charge for a few trips but no one is turned away if they 
don’t have the money,’’she says.
Martin, who’s been with STAG for close to six years 
since its inception is taking leave of absence from her 
position as co-ordinator effective now through Sep­
tember. Three youth workers — Tina Doggart, Dennis 
Braam and Graham Louden — will be working under 
the supervision of Angie Boutin.
Police attend accident May 22 in which 60-year-old Allison Horton,of Sidney was taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital with minor injuries following collision with car driven by 
Winfred Buckle, also of Sidney, at corner of Resthaven and Malaview. According to police 
Horton hw driving a motorbike when accident took place and went over roof of car and 
landed on his head on the pavement.
Parkland band
m jazz
Parkland school stage band achieved highest marks in 
a single A senior category at the recent New West­
minster Jazz Festival and took second place in the finals 
competition.
The mainland jazz fesitval is a prestigious com­
petition involving bands from Alberta, B.C., 
Washington State and Oregon. There are 60 bands 
competing for the honor of representing the lower 
mainland and Vancouver Island at the Canadian finals. 
The bands are divided into categories for initial com­
petition according to the size of the school and winners 
compete for the finals sweepstakes.
Soloists for the Parkland band were Tim Austin, Bill 
Morgan and Wendell Clanton. Other members included 
Diane ParIby, Blair Haggart, Jon Etherington, Tiro 
Clarke, Julie Stewart, John Plant, Connie Ross, Lennie 
Olsen, Lori Masters, Tom Lebbetter, Dan Morrow, and 
Terry Jessup. Many of the students are going on to 
colleges to studv music. \ ' I;
The band, along with Parkland’s concert band, will 
be featured in a concert at the school May 28 at 7 p.m. 
in the multi-purpose room. Admission free.
A Sidney coroner’s jury was told last week that a 20- 
year-old West Saanich Road Indian whose death has 
sparked a number of questions from family and friends, 
was found to have a toxic level of tranquilizer in his 
blood.
T.A. Krepiakevich, a pharmacologist at the RCMP 
forensic laboratory in Vancouver, told the inquest the 
blood of William John Jones had a 60-microgram level 
of Elavil, or amitripyline, an anti-depressant usually 




Coroner John Davidge called the inquest after Jones’ 
body was discovered March 29 lying face down in a 
small pool in Duck Creek Farm by children playing.
Jones apparently had wandered away on the evening 
of March 27 from a car in which he was a passenger 
after it had stopped on Canora Road.' - ^ ' ^ ^ ^
Dr. Frank Berry, a pathologist acRoyal Jubilee) 
Hospital, testified the cause'of death was asphyxia due' 
■.to drowning..■-:■):
Berry said he found no alcohol in the blood and no 
other abnormalities except for brusing and small 
scratches on the body.
Lawyer for the Jones family, Chris Copsidine, 
suggested the scratches and bruises may have been 
caused by the body being dragged, but Berry replied the 
injuries were more “compatible with falling down’’, or 
crawling over sharp, uneven ground.
Berry added his autopsy report revealed a small
amount of Elavil in the body, but said, “I expect it 
would have little or no effect.’’
Meanwhile, Krepiakevich told the jury a person who 
took enough Elavil to reach a 60-microgram level would 
have slurred speech, loss of co-ordination, and diz­
ziness.
He described 60-micrograms of Elavil as “above toxic 
level” and said a person under its effects would appear 
to-be drunk.
Responding to questions from crown counsel lawyer 
Richard Law, Krepiakevich said a person would have to 
take 30 to 40 Elavil pills of 10 milligrams each, or 15 to 
20 pills of 50 mg. to reach a 60-microBram level.
“At that toxic level would you expect a person could 
navigate a path at night?” Law^ked. ; ^
. “No I would, not. it’s similar to being drunk,”
‘ Krepiakevich replied. '
said that to his knowledge 
jf c^'cr drank alcohol and was hot a known 
■r'driig useri')'f''''
However, Sidney RCMP Constable Jose Bfochez told 
the inquest a Sidney area woman had told him in an 
interview that she had given Jones some Elavil pills 
March 27, the night he apparently wandered away.
The woman is to appear as a witness when the inquest 
resumes tonight (Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m.
Brochez said she has a drug-related record, gnd is 





Sidney students have been learning valuable lessons 
this past week from their French-speaking counterparts 
from Chicoutimi, Quebec.
From May 6 to the 12, students from Chicoutimi 
•stayed with Parkland and Stelly’s students as part of a 
student e.xchangc. Youngsters spent weekdays visiting 
places in Victoria and Vtincouver, evenings were spent 
swimming, pizza-eating and roller skating. On the 
weekend, the group was taken to Sidney Spit for a 
salmon bake, and Chicoutimi students received their 
first sight of a crab.
Although Chicoutimi sttidents were somewhat 
hesitant at first about speaking English, all managed to 
communicate and everyone had a good time. There was 
some difficulty in explaining to the young visitors the 
drinking age in B.C. is 19 and that they could not go 
inside the local pubs and discos; however, they enjoyed 
the natural beauty of Vancouver Island instead.'
7\ll in all, the e.xchange was a success; we at Parklands 
and Stelly’s improved our French, and the Chicoutimi 
students had a chance to see our West Coast licaches 
and forests. Many thanks are extended to Mr. and Mrs. 
Mais, Mrs, Oberg, the the kind parents (and others) 
who assisted with this student e.xchangc,
won t
North Saanich council 
meetings will not be 
televised over Cable 10 
despite a plea from Saanich
Cablevision L, t d.' s 
president Ken Stanlake 
asking council to reconsider 
its earlier decision.
Council originally turned 
down the local cable 
company’s offer to telecast 
the regular meetings at a 
May 5 council meeting, and 
reconfirmed that position 
again last week.
Stanlake made his appeal 
to council in a letter dated
"HUY DIRFXn 
FROM THE GROWER’Te COTEAU FARMS”
3(14 Walton IMiicc off Oldfield Uonil 
COME, SEE US TODAY FOR TOP 
QUALi rV AND FOR IIK,S r PRICES!
LARGE SELECTION Of
llOUSIi: PLANTS HANGING BASKETS
•Geraniums ■ Fiischius
*Hibiscus ^Lantanns and •Impnilcns - or Plant your own Itnskei or 
many more. Planter.
Open 8 A.M. Dally 658-'5888
May 12 in which he said his^ 
company is “sincerely 
disappointed” in council’s 
decision, “in view of the 
considerable time and 
money spent in an effort to 
perform this public service, 
and in view of the en­
thusiasm with which the 
Sidney council telecasts 
have been received.
Stanlake added in the 
letter, “The commtmity 
channel was established to 
fo.ster dialogue within the 
comimmity." And lie later 
pointed out that 
proceedings in the House of 
Commons in Ottawa will 
soon be telecast over Cable 




asked if council was willing 
to reconsider, to which Aid, 
Jim Cumming —• the 
original and sole opponent 
to the scheme -- quickly 
responded, “1 do not in any 
way,shape or form."
Following the meeting. 
Cable lO’s Mike Stanlake 
.said the local cable com­
pany will not immediately 
approach Central Saanich 
council for. permi.ssion to 
telecast its regular meetings.
.Stanlake .said instead 
Saanich Cablevision will 
probably write council or 
the newspaper in an effort 
to encourage council to 
again reconsider, and 
perhaps even in some way 
approach the residents of 
North Saanich to sec if they 
would like to see the
TOWN OF SIDNEY
meetings covered.
Stanlake was particularly 
upset by council’s rejection 
in light of the Cable 10 all­
candidates meeting last 
November prior to the 
municipal election when all 
the alderman agreed to 
televise council meetings.
Stanlake said by law the 
cable company must keep 
its audio tapes for one 
month, and in Cable lO’s 
case the tapes arc usually 
for six or eight months.
But the tape with the 
November all-candidatcs 
meeting was just recently 
erased said Stanlake —• 
otherwise he would show it 
to council.
He said he wm sure he 
asked the question at the 
all-candidates meeting 
becausc at the time Cable 10 
was In the mid.st of securing 
permission from .Sidney 
council for telecasts of its 
meetings.




Fax Notices lor the 1980 property taxes have now been mailed out. Any person 
owning property in the Town of Sidney, not having received a current Tax 
Notice, isrctiuesied to contact the I own Hall immediately at 656-1184.
Tltosc eligible for the I’tvAinciat Home Owner Grain of 5.180.00 or $6.30,00 if 65 
years of age or over during this calendar year, or in receipt of Handicapped 
Persons Income Assistance tinder the Guaranteed Available Income for Need Act 
or Wat Veterans Allowance tinder the War Veteran,s Allowance Act (Canada) ate 
icmiiu.L*d tluU the .ipplicmion fmm on tltc (cverse side of the Tax Notice nnist be 
cnmpleicd before the Gram may he received. Taxes do not have to be paid before 
the 1 lome Owner Grant is claimed. Taxes may be paid by installments.
. IMIMHIT'ANT - To avoid paying tlie 1st penalty of 5%, current taxed must be 






(Next lo .Sidney Super Foods)
8” HANGING BASKETS
NOWISTHETIMETO ^
WEED & FEED $Q95
96 I ns #
pitf^yywiHPirniTtiiTrr/p ■iwgiilfffyfBfilSirK






HOMES OF THE WEEK
UST LOCALLY
YOUR LOCAL REALTORS: 
®KN0W THE AREA 
®GIVE THE BEST SERVICE 
®PROVIDE PROMPT ACTION 
®GET FAST RESULTS
SEA VIEW
2400 sq. ft. executive residence set on 2 well land­
scaped acres in the presitigious Curties Point area of 
North Saanich. Entertainment size living room and 
dining room separated by a stone fireplace. Many 
built-ins and hand carved features. The home is set 
high on the property giving extensive views of the 
gulf islands and local waters. To view this lovely 
home please call for an appointment.
BUILDING SITES
VVe have several lots from 1/3 acre, to 1/2 acre in 
good areas of North Saanich. Some have linparailed 
sea views. Prices start at $32,900 and up.
For further information and viewing please call:
Betty DuTemple
656-5511 res. 658-8130
SATURDAY MAY 31st, 19801:30 - 4 p.m. 
8193 Alec'Road; '4,
[Off West Saanich Road at 8000 Block]
/:■ :SQUIRE’S:RETREAt;
If you like to live in seculsion on a d'/a acre nature 
reserve, then this charming 3 bedroom home is ideal. 
Located on a knoll at the end of a long winding 
driveway, the house enjoys a panoramic view. I will 
be pleased to show you all the amenities of this well 
planned and gracious home. Asking $225,000. 





This very comfortable family home is situated on a 
seculded half acre. Some sea views from living room, 
dining room and small bedroom. Cliarming eating 
area with bay window off kitchen. Family room and 
utility room off kitchen. Super old brick fireplace in 
living room with old brick archway to dining room. 
Offers on $129,500.
656-3924 Annette Walls Residence: 656-4891
REDUCED TO$65,000 t M
lOVAm MORTGAGE DARLENE PEDERSON
Excellent buy on this 3 year old home one block from 
shops. 1050 sq. ft. on main floor, consi.sting of 2 
bedrooms, large kitchen, dining-L, Livingroom with 
fireplace. Lower level has 3rd bedroom, R.l. Bath, 
and lots of room for further development.
For further information contact:
656-3924 Darlene Pedersen 656-1881
MAY WE HELP YOU?








Holder is entitled to a no-obligation market 
tSlKJ 0* holder's residential property. Please




P.F.H. REAL ESTATE LTD
RULE” REALTORS 
[604] 477-7291 anytime 


















All the homes on this cul-de-sac are neat and ai- 
iraciivc. Come and view this 7 yettr old, .3 bedroom, 
rull undeveloped bnscmcni,new condiiion home, It 
has a separate carpori. feneed garden with numerous 
fruit trees amJ berries, and ti clo.scd in conservatory 








Barely docs (he opporiunity prcsctii itself to ptir- 
chnsc waicrfront property in this prime resldentinl 
area. .Sleep in (rudiiiun and snnstiinc, this beautiful 
4 bedroom Itomc faces souilr, ovcrioolking Roberts 
Ht«y and tire sea, I’rivntc dining room, 2 flrepinces, 
basemem and many c,Hiias, $189,(.100,
6.56-11.54 PAUL IIV AIT 656.3150
656-3928 
656-6151 or6i;6-2023 JOHN BRUCE
CURTEISPT.
Superb 2 bedroom borne that is wortlry of yonr 
consideration, Located on Vi acre of beautifully 
kept grounds litis home is close to ferries and several 
marinas. 5 years old (his Ironsc features an enclosed 
eouriyard, sunken living room, c.stcnsive use of 
cedar, huge deck with a swimming pool pins a 
separate workshop and office, Tliis home is a must 




Built III 1972 specifleiiilly lui relireiiicm lire liou.se 
has several cxcdleni points. It is located midway 
between Beaeon Ave, and the Siif. Citizens Centre, 
there arc only 2 steps tip, everylhlng is on one level, 
there is a guest bathroom, enclosed garngc, deck off 
the living room etc. The living areas are facing away 
from tlic road for minimum interference. Occupancy 












Only ilirec suites left in this most attiaetive con- 
dominiimi. 2 hcdiooms, wall to wall caijiei, colouied 
appliances, view, beauiifiilly decorated, tliermoglass 
sliding door lo balcony. Priced from $46,910 to 
$4«,2io.
"I
P ** i* ' * r ^ siH » "1 i I ^ * 'sWt'it’M tv.
' I'L ' ' ' * . IMI.
Vciy aiipculiiig ;;>iiiglt. level Tuv.tihu.ir.c, ,\i/piu.s, 
l,(K)0 sq. ft, of living area, l.iving room with brick 
fireplace, dining room wiilt sliding glass door to 
yard,'two bedrooms, skylight over main entrsmee, 
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Commercial League award winners hug trophies at banquet.








SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION LINE INFORMATION 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1980 IN CENTRAL SAANICH
Proposed Substation Site and Transmission Line Route 
Location in the Saanich Peninsula Area
^ B,C. Hydro will hold on ' open house irr Contral Saanich 
for public Information and discussion concerning a proposed 
Koating substation and a Piko Lake to Koating to Sidney area 
transmission line,
Additional data and more dotailod mapping, as well as a
I available
The expansion of 1 lyclio juuilllles is necessaiy lo serve 
growing oloctrical loads on the Saanich Peninsula, transmis- 
Sion linos from Piko Lnko lo a now substation in tho Koating 
Cross Road aroa will bo noodod by 1983, Additional transmis- 
Uiun lines lu u ie Gidnuy aiuu will be iwquiied in II lu lalu l9bU sui 
oarly 1990's,
of foaslblo altornativos for wliich publie input is inviled
brici report for public distribution, will bo  at Ihe open 
house moDling, Dotniled maps can bo viowod and tho report 
can bo obtained in Ihe municipal halls of Saanich. North 
Giuinic.li, Conlral Saunicli, trie Capital Royion District Olfico in 
Victoria and B.C. Hydro's rogionat office at 4400 W. Saanich 
Road, Victoria, B.C, any tirno after May 26,1980.
OPEN HOUSE HOURS: 4 PM to 9 PM Juno 4, 1900 
LUCAMON: Stoilys Secondary 
School Auditorium 
1627 Stoilys Cross Road 
Central Saanich, B.C. B£.HYDRO@
riic Freiich iinniorsion program 
Mailing .Sepiemher in .Saanich sdiool 
disirici won’t cost taxpayer*; a cent c.stra
and that’s oiTicial. But the tlionghi oi' 
possible adtliiional school ctvsts has been 
worrying Central Saanich Ratepayers’ 
Association,
At a May 14 meeting inembcrs ex­
pressed concern about the seemingly 
unknown cost ol the program, A letter 
had been sent by the group to the school 
board asking for this information and 
secretary-treasurer Ross Ingram Itad 
replied, stating the two Central Saanich 
trustees on the school board Walter 
Tangyc and Esther Galbraitli -- woulil 
be in touch with the group.
But, ratepayers were informed at the 
May 14 ntceiiiig, neiiliei Tangye or 
aalhraith could tell them vehai tliey 
svanicd to know, Apparently, trustees 
could not ohifiln tlic inforinailun Horn 
the' chool district, tin*;, v.crc lold,
Russ Gowihg, the matt who heads up 
the French immersion program in the 
school district said firidav he didn't 
undetstand vvliy tlie trustees were tmahle 
to give the association the iniormaiion It 
requested.
"h’s been explained over rind over 
again," be said.
It goes like tins. When the school 
district sets up a class of 20 students it is 
automatically in line for a '‘formula" 
grant trom the provincial government. 
II the class is ia French an additional 
giant is available from the federal’ 
goyernmciii — for the first year only
in order to cover additional costs in 
setting up tltc program initially.
‘‘It's a pretty hefty grant -• about 
.S2fi,(KK) to $,.10,(XH) a class," Gowing 
said.
Ihe school district is spuing up two 
grade one classes and two kindergarten 
classes, The federal government will pay 
hall the cost of setting up the program 
-- and the provincial government grant 
ssill take care of the other half.
In tact, tltat fir.si yc.u not only won't 
cost the school district any extra -- we 
might even make a little, Gowing .said.
Fie said some people a.ssume French 
InimersiAn vvip up ..duHil vv'.,:U.', in lV»e 
district after that first year, "hut iltere Is 
no reason to think that," be said.
"The fact is that if yon keep 20 
viiiklitii it) ,1 vlu.Vv you've got an in- 
siinctioual unit which will he paid for 
imder tlic provincial government's 
finance formula, In effect, ii .;osis no 
more ttian an ordlmuy ,.la.s.s,” he c.s- 
' plained.
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^Flexible’ approach taken to family life courses
By
PAT MURPHY
After considering a four-page memorandum in 
which the phrase “sex education’’ was not once 
mentioned, Saanich school board decided Monday 
night to refer the whole matter to two committees and 
“continue a flexible approach to the inclusion of 
Family Life Science within a variety of courses as 
being both manageable and desirable.”
No one was quite sure what all that meant. At a 
previous meeting the “family life” course question 
was considered, everyone agreed that it was a good 
thing and the administrative staff was given the task of 
coming up with some options.
Option one in the memorandum considered 
Monday was that “present instructional practices” be 
continued but that involvement be sought from the 
Capital Regional District health department. Counter 
Attack (a provincial anti-alcoholism program), Gillain
Manor (an alcoholism treatment centre), physicians, 
pediatricians and other agents.
Implications of that option, the memo said, would 
be greater demands on schools and agencies; a need to 
screen student and community reception to outside 
material and an adjustment of timetables.
Option two was to have trustees, community and 
social agencies and teachers form a “family life 
education consultative Committee” early next fall to 
provide direction to district program approaches. 
And, secondly, to strike a “task committee’ to review 
and direct district program approaches.
Following the options were recommendations which 
included such phraseology as “active review and 
classroom trial to bring the contents and format up to 
contemporary requirements” and “the approach 
offers flexibility with controlled change.”
It was brought out at the last board meeting that 
family life education was taught in district schools hy
teachers acting on their own initiative and in a 
relatively informal way.
In last Monday’s memo there was a comment to the 
effect that “middle and secondary school teachers 
especially contribute to a broad-based program im­
plicit in such titles as ‘Dimensions in Living.’ The 
ministry, itself. Finds difficulty in containing the 
program content within any single field.”
It adds: “Indeed the content frequently shifts 
ground and the program is not so much the course as 
the moment of truth in the hands of a sound teacher.”
Content of a proposed “Dimensions in Living” 
program prepared for the use of the school district 
but never, apparently, put into operation, includes 
such topics, for grades 7 and 8, as: basic emotions and 
needs - love, anger and fear; dating — types of dates, 
etiquette of dating, sexual conduct, drinking and 
dating; biological development - human life cycle, 
hereditary, human reproduction, growth and
development of the fetus, interrupted pregnancy.
Sexual behaviour is included in the course and 
normal sexual feeling, but it also ranges into 
economies and the family, incomes, labour, money 
and its importance, advertising, credit buying and the 
social and cultural aspects of family life.
Other aspects of the course, considered by higher 
grades, deal with many other facets of human 
sexuality including masturbation, homosexuality, the 
legal, social spiritual and medical aspects of sex 
without marriage, family planning and venereal 
disease.
No delineation of the course content or its value or 
the extent of its treatment in schools was given in 
either meeting of the school board.
At this time it will be dealt with by two committees 
and a “flexible approach” which means, presumably, 
that it will continue to be left to the discretion and 



















from Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography is the 
speaker at a seminar to be 
Jield at 3:05 p.m. Thursday 
at the Institute of Ocean 
Sciences, 9860 West 
-Saanich Road. Topic is 
“Elemental Carbon Flux in 
Lake Michigan.”
THE PENINSULA 
. CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S 
CLUB invites you to a 
< dinner meeting June 2,1 - 9 
p.m. at Sidney Travelodge. 
Reservations must be made 
by May 29. Phone 652-35% 
or 656-1425.
GUEST SPEAKER at a 
Guild of Health Meeting 
May 29 is Rev. Robert C. 
Vaughan, pastoral 
counsellor and consultant.
Vaughan will talk about 
healing of relationships in 
the family.” Prayer service 
is at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel 
of St. John’s Church, 1611 
Quadra, followed by a 
general meeting at 2 p.m. in 
the lower church hall.
SIDNEY-NORTH 
SAANICH NDP meets 7:30 
p.m. Friday at the Panorma 
Leisure Centre. Reports 
from the provincial con­
vention, election planning 
in Sidney and North 
Saanich. All welcome. For 
more information call 656-
THE BOYS’ AND 
GIRLS’- CLUBS of Greater 
Victoria is once again 
offering its summer
program — Discovery ’80 
— for children aged 8-13 
years. The program has 
been expanded this year to 
accommodate twice as 
many as last year and will 
operate in two sessions, 
June 30 - July 25 and July 
28 - Aug. 22. A special one- 
week backpacking trip to 
Garibaldi Provincial Park 
will be offered children who 
express the greatest en­
thusiasm and would most 
benefit from this outdoors 
experience.
Registration is at 
Brentwood Community 
Hall May 26 - June 13. For 
more information ^^phone 
the summer program staff 
at 383-1101, local 2.
Council
Canoe
Provincial minister of 
lands, parks, and housing, 
James Chabot, was politely 
but firmly straightened out 
by North Saanich council 
last week.
Council informed 
Chabot that he was “not 
correct” in his letter earlier 
this year asking council for 
a decision on the Canoe 
Cove Marina application 
for an extension of the 
foreshore leases.
Council agreed Chabot 
“be advised the Canoe 
Cove application of April 
1979 was not supported” 
and that council is currently 
in the process of giving 
“urgent enquiry to further 
overall foreshore 
development in the 
municipality.”
Chabot had written 
asking council for a quick 
decision on the application, 
and although accepting 
much of the blame for the 
delay, inferred council was 
stalling as well.
Meanwhile, council will 
take a visit to Canoe Cove 
to see exactly what the 
marina’s proposed 
development will entail.
Aid. Dermid Bingham 
made the suggestion and
to Visit
Cove
despite Mayor Eric 
Sherwood’s note that he 
and other alderman had 




Saanich school district 
trustees are puzzled over 
predictions of declining 
student enrolment made by 
(he provincial department 
of education, Their studies 
show another picture for 
Saanich -- steady or in­
creasing numbers of 
students up to 1985.
Population projections 
prepared for trustees by the 
administration staff for use 
at recent discussions with 
the Capital Regional 
District show that in the 
school disiriel's northern 
zone, north from a point
between Mount Newton 
Cross Road and McTavish, 
enrolment will hold steady 
or increase. The central 
zone, south to a point north 
of Elk Lake, will grow 
strongly atid the southern 
; zotte will show no growth or 
a slight decline in 
.population. Overall there
will be an increase from the 
present student population 
of about 6,4(X).
Acting-chairman Gerry 
Kristianson said student 
population depended on 
several factors — 
developments in Royal 
Oak; the effect of the 
improved water supply in 
the Peninsula, the Cordova 
Bay area plan and the 
development of large 
subdivisions anywhere in 
the school district.
The report showed 
growth in Deep Cove, 
Grecngladc, McTavish, 
.Sansbvtry, North Saanich 
and Parkland. Brentwood 
and Dur ranee would decline 
and Keating, Saanichton, 
Mount Newlon and Stelly's 
increase, Beaver Lake 
would increase ns would 
Prospect l.akc and Royal 
Oak, Claremont would 












DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 ■ 5:30
CANADA GR. A BEEF BLADE
CHUCK STEAK: lb.
Home of SUPER savinge!
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 16 YEARS
98'
CHUCK
X RIB ROAST LB. 49
BONELESS BLADE






























9825 - 3td St.
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5.





















445QA West Saanich Rd.
















INSTANT COFFEE bananas 3. on 99' j
MAXWELL HOUSE ^ .[ 8/^1% 1
hesh Spring iamb Sale LOCAL HOT HOUSE MED. |TOMATOES ui 89' j
LAMB LOIN CHOPS , ,,^3'’ CALIFORNIA iffl Alt 1GREEN PEPPERS LB. W j
LAMB RIB CHOPS , ,,^2”
WESTVALE FROZEN |
MIXED VECiETAIILES OK €|CI|€: i
PEAS 2 LB. 1ST 1
LAMB
SHOULDER CHOPS ht 2'*’'
YORK FROZEN i
CONCENTRA I El) 1
APPLE JUICE noz j
LEG OF LAMB in/2”
Ml'TAIN AI.I VAltimivS AAlt 1
CREAM PIES ha OV' 1
IAMB STEW . 11.^1^’
IIAIIVISI 1
MARGARINE .miTr’ j
SCIIENIDER'S "VrAftMEAT PIE *,,/. l A. IT
NIBIET CORN lio/. 49' 1
(.i.iTui; «n90 ki.i>k<>si;i'Aim-:iii2«'. j
CHEER or OXYDOl ^3^ TEA BAGS ’*’2““ 1
TAN<; AVI'OUCII «fl10 KOYAl.iaHOl.i, «ino 1
ORANGE CRYSTALS '^l ’’ PAPER TOWELS 1
NALLEVS •WAtt <HUI.STIE AlPt 1
POTATO CHIPS i.ov 79' SODA CRACKERS 11.11,95'
BICK PICKLES
WIIOLKDILL S*l09
- 320Z. , 1
DISH LIQUID
SUNLIGHT 5 29
i' , 320Z. 1::
30OZ. emco olives ^ tunn »AKi.in2o/.. pk. eiw






88^ CUP /O NOODLES ST
* _ NOimiEUNGOLD
^2^^ cmmik ms i>k.WVAUIETV PACKDAO'S COOKIES
SUNFLOWER SEED
TOSCA Oil tiiTHi
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FREE Parking!
SHOP LOCALLY FOR FRIENDLY SERVICE AND COMPETiTiVE PRICING
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Brentwood Bargain Barn 
7115 West Saanich 652-1711 
Danish Upholstery 
7177 W Saanich Rd,- 652-1591 
Sidney Bargain House 
2372 Beacon-656-3621 
Sidney Nearly-New 
9781 ?ndSt - 656-351 1
CERAMICS
J R Ceramic Stop 




Foot of Beacon —656-2642
HARDWARE continued LUMBER AND SUPPLIES
Brentwood Candyman




Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7111 WestSaanich Rd,-652-2131 
Hotloway's Sidney Florist 
2499 BeaconAve.-656-3313
Mitchell and Anderson Lumber Company



















2505 Beacon Ave. -656-4812
ARTS AND CRAFTS
Marsh Centre of Art





»210 • 2405 BeaconAve, --656-7822
CONTRACTORS
Keyward Induitfiei
10114 McDonald Park Rd.— 656-7201
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES
Danish Uptiolstery
7177 W. Saanich Rd. ™ 652-1591
Island Furniture Mart
2513 Beacon Ave, - 656-3724
Hotel Sidney
2537 BeaconAve, -656-1131 
Victoria Airport Travelodge 
2280 BeaconAve. -656-1176
AUTO BODY ft PAINTING
Superior Collision 
2104 Malaview.. 656-5581
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND SERVICES
Andy's Auto Parts 8p Accessories
2412 Devan- 656-7 281
DEPARTMENT STORES
Robinson's Stores
Beacon Plara Mall -656-4414
DRAPES
Peninsula Custom Drapes 
7177 W.Saan. Rd.-652-9525
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
Sidney Clean-Up Service 





Royal Bank ol Canada 
1183 Verdier-652-U73 
Royal Bank of Canada
2464 Beacon .-656-3947
BATH BOUTIQUES
P. & B, Plumbing and Bath Supplies
9783-3rdSt.-656 251 4 
The Happy Cooker 
2405 Beacon--656-471 1
DRY CLEANERS 
BusylSee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 WestSaanichRd.-652-2322 
Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 




One-Hour Drive-In Cleaners 
7 A-7120 West Saanich Rd. - 652-1555
GIFT SHOPS
Miramar cTrds and Things 
2457 Beacon-- 656-4316 











Beacon Plara Mall 
KITCHENWARE 
The Happy Cooker 
2405 Beacon Ave.
Hill Sails
10134 McDonald Park Rd. - 656-4033
Marsh Marine Charterboals
2447 Beacon Ave.. Bon 2609 — 656-161 1
Roy's All-Bay Marine Ser-vices
10134 McDonald ParkRd - 656-7023
Skookum Manufacturing
2072 Henry - 656-7311
PETS AND SUPPLIES
Aquatiel Pet Shop
Beacon Plaza Mall — 656-3314
PHARMACIES
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy
7181 WestSaanich Rd, -652-1 821
Shoppers Drug Mart










2238 Harbour Rd.~ 656-0153 
SeaChestSallirvsShop 
9732-lstSt,- 656-6621 











*1-7120 West Saanich Rd, - 652-1222 
Pink Kitten Beauty Salon




n08 0 Went .S.nanich Rd, -652-342.’
Owls Eye Books
2496 Be.aconAve “ 656-35,15
EQUIPMENT RENTALS
G.W.G. Rentals'
677B Kirkpatrick -652- 
Sidney Rentals 
9 7 73-51h$t -■656-B41 
FABRICS AND SEWING 
Aiiia'iiFInii'Fabirle.i'*”
2405 Deacon Ave,-656-5831 
Georgette's Fabrici and Crafts
GROCERY STORES 
Brentwood Food Giant ^
7154 West Saanich Rd,--652-1812
Brentwood Super Mart











Sidney Super Foods Downtown Sidney 
(across from Hotel Sidnoyi
LADIES WEAR 
Alyce's Fashions
7105 WestSaanich Rd.-- 652-3143
The Cat's Whiskers
2405 BeaconAve,-656-3342
Gal's Pal Ladles Wear
7855 EastSaanichRd.-652-4721
Sidney Fashion Flair
24 7 1 BeaconAve, --656-6433
Spooner's Ladies'Wear
1193 Verdier Ava,- 652-5612
MEAT MARKETS
Island View Freeier








9734 - IstSt. : .
(Corner Isl and Bovan) - 656-5316
Manning Press




Sunshine Secretarial Services 
2452 Beacon Ave.—■ 656-5641
SERVICE STATIONS
Flint Motors
2391 Beacon Ave.- 656-1922
Harbour Texaco
10421 Resthaven Dr,— 656-5033 
Pickering Auto-Marine 
2491 Sevan Avo. —656-2422
SHOE STORES
Fredrick’s Shoes
24 75 BeaconAve,- 656-4 724
Town Square Shoes
*208-2405 BeaconAve... - 656-7331
SPORTING GOODS 
Brentwood Bay Sporting Goods, 
7105AW Saanich Rd, ~ 652 5614 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
2485 BeaconAve,-" 656-4393
STORAGE 
Mini Sell Storage "
10201 McDonald Park Rd -.. 656 5321




Block Broil Realty Ltd.
2418 BeaconAve -656-5584 
Gordon Hiilme Ltd.
2444 Beacon Avo ~ 656-1154
TELEVISION SALES AND REPAIRS
Archer-WeisnerTV Service
9764 5th St ”- 656-51 14
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Lann Copeland Music 
7174 AW. Saanich Rd. -652-4512
LAUNDROMATS 
Brentwood Laundromat
7175 V*, Saanich Rd. -■ 652-3612.
Waih-Rlte
Srd St, (across from the Sidney Review)
MUSIC AND RECORDS
J.J. Record Centre
2405 BeaconAve, - 656-7522 
Sidney Music
2495 BeaconAve - 656 4818
NEWSPAPER




96il-,3rd St.- 656-1 151
NURSERIES AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Langland Garden Supplies
Next to Sidney Super Foods
FABMIQUIPMENT 
Butler Bros, Equipment
2046 KMlingXnp;-. 653 4437
Ureniwuod Hardware «n<iAthitttM..s 





9333 Maryland Dr.-656-507 7
PAINT AND WALLPAPER
Ctovet’daieWnF'n”^
9’Cfi Sf C5C 3175'
RESTAURANTS 
Bayslwre Family Restaurant 
812 Verdior Ave -652-3622 
Clipper Inn.
2558 Devan Ave, — 656-4640 
Deep Covs Chalet 
11190ChatetRd,-656-3541 
Tho Latch
2328 Harbour Rd,™ 656-6622 
Odyssla Steak House 




SAND, GRAVEL AND CEMENT
Beacon Rtady-MIx""
Henry .. fir,P, r»,rr
Butler Bros, Concrete
KeatingXRd, - Oldfield Rd, 652-4484
TIRES 
Sidney Tire
9817 Resthaven Dr —656 5541 
TOYS
Sidney Tuyland
2436 Beacon Avo,-- 656-141 1 
Village Toy and Hobby Shoppe 
*3 -7120 W, Sannich Rd -- 65 2 -5 838 
UPHOLSTERY
Danish Uptwistery
7177 W S,i,inich Pd ■652 1591
VARIETY STORES 
Sidney News and Variety
2440 BeaconAve .. 656 234,5
WIIDING AND lAURICATING
Satellite Industries
*6-10114 McDoruild Pzrrk --•656-3222 
VyOODSTOVFS 











for some very good reasons
Shop Locally at . ISLAND FURNITURE MART
Island Furniture has one of the 
best selections of furniture and 
appliances on the Island and has 
served residents of Sidney with 
top quality products for over 20 
years.
The store is filled with beds, 
appliances, lamps, televisions, 
and stereo equipment, featuring 
such famous names as Sklar- 
Peppler, Kroehler, Vilas, La-Z- 
Boy, Moffat, Inglis, Toshiba, 
Deilcraft, Simmons and Sealy.
We offer free delivery to the 
Saanich Peninsula and Greater 
Victoria with delivery to outlying 
areas and Gulf Islands at a
*»'»1^* *’»*.*«*,♦*<*< *4 ^
minimum charge.
Manager Fred Waite and staff are 
always on hand to serve you and
help with your decorating 
problems. Open 6 days a week, at 
3513 Beacon Ave.
Shop Locally at . . .
Alyce’s Fashions, at 7105 West 
Saanich, is a deceiving store. 
From the outside it looks a 
modest size, but inside, it goes on 
and on like Aladdin’s Cave.
Owner Alyce Mitrou explains 
that women like to shop here 
because the store is so private— 
expecially the rooms upstairs 
which are filled with exquisite 
lingerie by Moly Claire, Formfit 
and Lovable, along with beautiful 
bathing suits by Sea Queen and 
more.
The store carries sizes six to 44 
and styles to suite ladies in their 
twenties or nineties, and staff 
members Susan and Flo are 





Right now there are rainbow It’s also a great place to look 
colored velours, terry and cotton for gifts such as sweaters, blouses, 
summer wear and some unique scarves, slippers and jewellery, 
imports such as the velour wrap Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 
called a Lava Lava from Jamaica. p.m. six days a week.
Shop Locally at .. .
Robinson's in Beacon Plaza is 
the only Department store on Ihe 
Peninsula, and offers .something 
for everyone and nearly 
everything for mo.st people.
But the best part is that patrons 
always find quality goods at 
reasonable prices here 
especially during sales like their 
recent 105lh Anniversary sale.
Manager Monika Reuter and 
her eight full-time .staff can help 
you find everything you need 
whether it’s housewares for 
yourhome or fun-wares for 
backyard summer parlies.
They have work clothes, 
sportswear, and evening wear ns 
well as an enormous children and 





section has work boots, runners toys, books and bedding between 
and everything in between. 9 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. weekdays.
Come and browse through until 9 p.m, Friday and from 10








Shop Locally at SIDNEY LINK HARDWARE
Sidney Link Hardware is much 
more than a place to get garden 
tools or plumbing supplies. It’s a 
family-run business where patrons 
get swift service and excellent 
selection, but best of all good 
advice and answers to all their 
questions.
Owner Ray Wilson is a retired 
RCMP officer with a thorough 
knowledge of and interest in all 
the lines of products he carries.
Scott’s Lawn products — turf 
builders, fertilizer and weed 
killers — are the best money can 
buy. Just ask any professional 
garden expert or golf course 
greenkeeper. And Ray, who has 
an exclusive on the line, provides 
users with a two-year lawn-
magazine subscription.
Prices here are staggeringly low 
because of bulk buying on 
everything from paint and bat­
teries to light bulbs, and Ray and 
his wife Shirley stand solidly 
behind everything they sell.
They carry on a tradition 
started by Ray’s father who ran 
Al’s Grocery at Resthaven and 
Henry for 17 years.
Hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. six days a week and 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Sundays.
Shop Locally at . . .
P & B Plumbing and 
Bath Supplies, 9783 Third in 
Sidney, is a turn-on even if you 
don’t happen to be a tap.
As well as being journejinen 
plumbers, specializing in 
renovations, owners Frank and 
Roger Beer carry a vast selection 
of Tixtures, towels, accessories 
and wicker—- everything, in fact, 
to make your bathroom themost 
beautiful room in the house.
The showroom is one of the 
most attractive in Sidney and 
displays wooden bathroom ac­
cessories, toilet-seats in Crane 
and American Standard colors. 
Master Plumber parts, and Dynel 
Marble tubs and vanity tops. They
P & B PLUMBING 
AND BATH SUPPLIES
I.V
even carry Helping Hand grab 
bars for the handicapped.
Frank’s son Paul and wife Pat 
also help run this family business 
so there is always a knowledgeable
^ 'J' g
' 1i6m ^
person on hand from 8:30 a.m. to 
5:30 p.m. Weekdays and 8:30 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Saturday. Come and see 
the glaniourous shower curtains 
and luxurious towels too!
II
p Locally at . . .
You don’t have to be a great 
cook to enjoy browsing through 
this fascinating shop — but if you 
arc, you’ll find something to fall 
in love with.
Gadgets to save time, Wilton 
supplies to make cake-decorating 
a breeze, High Tech stem-shelves 
and pot-racks to organize your 
kitchen and much, much more arc 
just waiting to be discovered.
"In partnership with the Happy 
Cooker in Brentwood, this store is 
operated by Lnvinia Stevens who, 
has an eye for beauty as well as 
practicality.
Her copper pans, for example, 
arc irnporlcd from Portugal and 
Chile and come in two different 







sets from Italy can double for forget to register for faU cooking 
preserves or pate, the seals are so classes in Microwave, Cuisinart, 
sturdy. ChineseandJapancsccuisinc —
But come and look at the .super they fill up fast, 
selection of towels, aprons, place- Hours arc lO a.m. to 5 p.m. six 









Shop locally at . . .
This store is a delight -- 
whether your speciality is clothes- 
mnking, knitting, crochet of 
needlework.
In fact the store is a treat for 
almost all your senses from the 
softest mohairs and imported 
wools from France, England and 
Norway to the sherbet-colored 
Per.sian yarns,
Emrny Kcding and Fay Facrbcr, 
both local Peninsula rc,siilents, 
own and operate the store which 
Carrie,s such hard-to-find items as 
Dutch Tapestry and Parley 
Ooblin wools. They also Mock 
unique hand-painted Austrian 
canvases and Fiuropcan 




well as spcclnlizlng in
personal service and offering 
.school craft supplies at a lO per 
cent discouni, they have a giant 
heiectiuii oi .Siinpliciiy and htyle
pattenw rts well nr, cotton,
( polyester and velour fabrics for 
the spring and summer fashions.
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Parade needs 
more entries Issue heats up
Entries to date in the July 
1 Sidney Days parade in­
cludes a^ City of Victoria 
float, the Victoria Shrine
Club Clown unit, 
Bluebirds Majorettes, West 
Coast Savings Credit Union 
and North Saanich Dog 
Training Club, ac­
companied by a group of 
trained dogs — but 
organizer Eleanor Sowerby 
would like to see more local 
entries.
Clubs, organizations, 
businesses or private groups 
can gel in touch with 
Sowerby at 656-3840.
May Queen Shelley 
Gibson of Parklands school 
will ride the Victoria float.
Sunshine Secretarial Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon A ve.
“FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS”
Continues from Page 1 
should consider “ultimate means of 
solving (it).”
He said council overlooked many 
issues in dealing with the pedestrian 
safety problem in Deep Cove, and 
especially in its proposed Wain Road 
extension.
Instead of the $35,000 budgeted for 
the extension, an engineering cost 
study shows the road opening will 
require $475,000, Grieve said. This will 
amount to another 11 mills on every 
resident’s tax bill, he predicted.
At the' close of the presentation 
Grieve reiterated council was in breach 
of the municipal act and he would seek 
an injunction if it should proceed with 
funding of the extension with the 
$35,0(X) in this year’s budget.
Grieve then said the “tragic thing” 
about the proposed extension is it does 
not add one foot of sidewalk to Deep 
Cove, and vehicles will continue to use 
Birch Road anyway.
Grieve turned to the question of 
public input on the Wain Road issue 
and suggested council should hold a 
referendum to raise money for the 
extension.
Finally, addressing use of some of 
the land in R.O. Bull Park for a road 
right of way. Grieve said there is no 
question the land is for anything but 
park use.
In addition, he presented a letter.
from solicitors for the Nature Con­
servancy of Canada which indicates it 
intends to proceed with a court in­
junction should action be taken by 
council to put a road through the park.
Grieve closed by asking council to 
divert a small amount of money to 
have his engineering cost study 
examined and verified; to have 
someone prepare a capital ex­
penditures by-law; and for residents of 
Deep Cove to have input into a 
decision.
Despite Grieve’s request for council 
to reconsider before taking any action, 
municipal engineer Daryl Ashby has 
been instructed to prepare for tender 
cost studies of grubbing and clearing 
the area to be opened up.
According to Grieve and former 
alderman John Lapham, the request 
came the day following the presen­
tation and was made by Aid. Jim 
Cumming, another major proponent 
of the extension.
But Sherwood said nothing will be 
done by the engineer without the 
details being made known to him. 
“Besides a survey of the road must be 
made before anything happens,” he 
said.
Sherwood added no action will be 
taken on Grieve’s presentation until a 
written report is submitted to the 
municipality, which Grieve said would 




Hugh Curtis, finance minister and MLA for Saanich and the Islands, presents cheque for 
$15,900 to members of Peninsula Recreation Commission for construction of tennis courts 
to south of Panorama Leisure Centre. The Town of Sidney is planning construction of two 
courts in Iroquois Park and it's likely all four courts may be tendered at same time. Above, 
left to right, Stan Bamford, Curtis, Bill German and Harold Parrott.
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Continued from Page 1
exempted as part of the management 
team were actually employees and 
belonged in the bargaining unit.
•Kathleen Byrnell was not coerced 
into signing a union card, but did so of 
her own volition, and was also included 
in the bargaining unit.
•It was not an appropriate case for a 
representation vote.
•The decision to grant certification 
was reconfirmed and the application 
against it were dismissed.
The LRB said reasons for its findings 
would be given later, but it felt the 
urgency of the situation warranted the 
need for an early report.
The decision puts to an end a long and 
bitter internal fight that split the Sidney 
staff almost evenly.
Automatic certification, requiring 55- 
per-cent support, was granted after nine 
of the 16 employees, including Kathleen 
Byrnell, signed union cards. 
f f; Sayers; a key figure in' the organizing );
drive, was fired in the midst of the fight 
after the credit union said her job 
performance and attitude were poor.
However, Glemnitz said Sayers’ 
reinstatement will be a key issue in 
negotiating the branch’s first contract. 
“Unless we get Judy back to work, we 
really won’t have won anything,” he 
said.
Glemnitz said if the union fails to 
have her reinstated in the first contract, 
then it will proceed with charges of 
unfair labor practices it filed with the 
LRB earlier.
He said those charges were never 
heard by the panel at the Royal Oak Inn 
hearing.
At the moment, the Sayers issue is in 
the hands of the lawyers for the union 
and credit union, Glemnitz added.
Meanwhile, start of negotiations on 
the first contract depends upon the 
credit union, Glemnitz said. The 
managemeht has received'a letter from 
the unioii :notifying:^,iU -negotiations 
should start as soon as possible. '
Fiuining track?
Admitting the need for a 
outdoor running track 
somewhere in the north end 
of Saanich school district, 
trustees asked Monday 
night where they were to 
find the $150,000 or more 
needed to construct one and 
at which school would it be 
placed.
Mrs. Dylas Poole, 
Curteis Point, said the 
showing of North Saanich 
student athletes at a recent 
track and field meet at the 
University of Victoria was 
“pitiful” probably because 
they did not have a track in 
that end of the school 
district and could not get 
down to Claremont school 
to practice.
Acting chairman Gerry 
Kristianson did not sub­
scribe to the view the poor 
showing made by Parklands 
and other students w'as due 
to the absence of a track 
although he admitted the 
facility was needed.
The district had just 
spent $13,000 upgrading the 
Claremont track, said 
outdoor superintendent 
Hans Schneider. A new one 
would probably cost up­
wards of $100,000.
“Why don’t you look 
into obtaining grants. Try 
the lottery fund — they 
have spent a lot of money 
on other things which are 
silly and not nearly so 
useful and badly needed as 
a track,” said Mrs. Poole.
The board’s services 
committee will investigate 
and bring in a report.
THE VICTORIA AIRPORT
★ ★ ★ ★
FOUR STAR AHRACTIONS
Tues. & Thurs. - Talent Night in the 
Pub at 8 p.m. “Fracus”.
Patio Garden Restaurant, Lunch and - 
Dinner served daily by the Poolside 
(weather permitting).
Live Entertainment nightly in the 
Lounge. \
Cabaret - every Friday and Saturday 9
: ,'p)m.: - 2'a.m.::-"',
2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
GIANT
RD.
Prices effective May 28 - June 1,1980
BRENTWOOD BAY 























SIDE BACON ............. 500g. pkg.
MAPLE LEAF
COOKED HAM
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GRADE A BEEF
CROSS RIB ROAST $165lb.
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GRADE A BEEF BLADE
CHUCK STEAK $119
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The Waddling Dog Inn



































Jim Ryan photos Jamie Bamford, Grove Crescent, karate workout. m
Twice a week 25 to 30 students of the ancient art of 
karate meet in Sidney at the Knights of Pythias Hall. 
Under the expert eye of Mike Puckett, a second degree 
black belt, they receive highly disciplined instruction 
in the complexity of techniques which form the basis 
of this ritualized sport.
Along with adults there are 10 youngsters enrolled 
in the course which commenced in February under the 
auspices of Bateson Karate School in Victoria. 
Ranging in age from seven to 12 years of age they 
undergo virtually the same warmup and training 
exercises meted out to older students, exercises which 
can leave even the fittest individual gasping for air.
As Sensai (Master) Puckett explained to a Review
reporter this week, only the most basic movements are 
practised when one first commences karate. These 
include different stances, body shifting, hand and foot 
techniques, all of which are the tools of karate and are 
practised by everyone from the beginner to the master.
After the basics, said Puckett, the student is in­
troduced lo the Kata (forms or patterns of movement) 
which are an increasingly more complex scries of 
movements combining blocks, strikes and kicks.
Mastery of even the simplest Kata, said Puckett, 
requires hours of practise. Only later, he said, docs the 
student approach the art of applying the basics of self 
defense.
One of the prime objectives of Karate, explained
Puckett, is the development of mental attitlides that 
lead to humility and self control.
It is not intended, he said, to be used aggressively, 
or misused for selfish or cruel purposes; such a 
transgression would initiate immediate expulsion from 
the club.
Mrs. Cynthia Eyton told The Review that she 
enrolled her daughter Stephanie, and son John, in the 
course two months ago.
‘‘They love it,” she said. ‘‘They wouldn’t miss a 
class for anything. They also seem to be gaining an 
increased sense of self confidence.”
Among those peninsula residents attending classes 
are Alain Richard, Jeremy and Cindy Gye, Dennis 
Pacquette, Craig Hollingcr, Pat Shade and Jamie 
Bamford, Anyone seeking further information on the 
course may telephone the Bateson Karate School at 
383-4332 weekdays, 2 - 4 p.m. or evenings 7 - 9 p.m.
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Harvey's Sporting Goods pitcher Rick Shaw action ... at Heywood Park Invitational Tourney on weekend. Ron Norman photos'
Weight (o$s in cufiino. boning oniJ* ' 
tfunming will incteoje the Ofices pet pound
f^on.-Thur^ 8-5 p.m. Fri. 8-6 p.m. 
Closed Sat.&Sun.
IM
Island View Freeser Ltd.
1790S Ease Saanich ild. 6S2-2411
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.










Saltspring’s Fulford Inn Salties came alive this week 
during league play in the Sidney Senior Men’s Softball 
League, winning all three of their slated contests.
The week’s play opened with the Sallies’ 5-4 victory 
over Harvey’s Sporting Goods — a spectator special in 
which either team could have emerged the winner.
A three-run first inning gave the Islander’s a brief 
lead in the game but Harvey’s rebounded to score twice 
in the second and once again in the third inning for the 
tie. Both teams scored in the sixth to remain tied facing 
the crucial seventh inning.
After blanking Harvey’s in the top of the inning, a 
lead-off single by Pat Byron, coupled with a sacrifice by 
Gordie Speed and a consequent single by Frank Havies, 
signaled the end for the local squad.
Gavin Bland went the distance for Harvey’s giving up 
8 hits, striking out 4 and walking 2. Dan Akerman 
lasted until the top of the fourth inning for Saltspring 
recorded 5 strikeouts, walked 3, and gave up 4 hits. 
Byron relieved Akerman, gave up 4 hits, 1 walk and 
struck out 3, to earn credit for the win.
Oddly enough, Harvey’s batters were more consistent 
during the match, especially Mathews who was two for 
four and Bland who went two for three at the plate.
Hotel Sidney retained their three-year win streak 
against Prairie Inn with an 8-3 victory Tuesday night.
Only one umpire arrived to officiate the contest but 
groundskeeper Aron Krahri was willing to accept the 
challenge on the bases, and the game commenced.
Hotel opened the scoring with a run in the first in­
ning, answered by P.I. in the second inning; Five bases 
on; balfedr^ a single^ however, led to a four-ruti third 
inning for Hotel, and the removal of Drew from the 
rubber for Prairie Inn. -
Bob Fox, Drew’s relief and P.I.’s ace, managed seven
strikeouts of the remaining 16 batters Prairie Inn faced 
in the game, but gave up walks to Douglas and Bath in 
the tilth inning lor two more runs on Cronk’s double.
Prairie Inn launched a rally in the seventh inning 
when Doney singled and Mackerett followed with a 
centre field homerun. Bannister and Hanna also singled 
but the rally died as Motel recouped their composure 
and ended the inning.
Wednesday night, Travelodge defeated Victoria 
Ambulance Service 2-0 despite a fine three-hit per­
formance by V. A.S. pitcher Wilkinson.
Travelodge gained the victory in the second inning of 
play, when two walks combined with a single and an 
errant fielder’s choice, allowed the two runs to score.
Ken Hornett threw for Travelodge until the bottom of 
the fourth inning when he was relieved by A1 Stewart. 
Duitts, of V. A.S. was the most consistent batter of the 
evening recording three hits for his four trips to the 
plate.
Prairie Inn rebounded from their earlier loss to Hotel 
with a shutout victory over Harvey’s Sporting Goods, 
Thursday night.
Bob Fox struck out seven of his opposition while 
giving up four hits and five bases on balls. Rick Shaw 
started for Harvey’s, and recorded three strikeouts, but 
gave up all five runs as a result of his five walks and 10 
opposition hits. Bland relieved for the remaining 12/3 
innings.
Harvey’s left six men on base during the game but 
Prairie Inn left TO, including a bases-loaded situation in 
the first inning.
On Sunday, Saltspring burst the Prairie Inn victory 
balloon with back to back victories, 8-1 and 7-0. 
.....Prairie Inn’s Bob Fox had one of his w'orst days ever, 
giving up 12 hits in the opening game of the double 
header, while striking out only three of the hotelmen.
Two Saltie’s runs in the first Inning, one in the third,
two more in the sixth and three in the seventh did the 
damage. P.I. took five hits from Byron as well as the 
seven bases on balls the young Islander handed over.
Pat Akerman at three for four, Gord Speed at three 
for three, and Pat Byron at two for four were the most 
consistent batters in the game.
In the second game of the day, errors and wild pitches 
were the main cause for the Prairie Inn loss. Saltie’s 
scored once in the first inning on two errors and three 
wild pitches, and three times more in the third inning on 
two errors and a wild pitch. Their final two runs crossed 
in the sixth on two singles and a double.
Steve Drew pitched for Prairie Inn while C. Byron did 
the honours for Saltspring.
Sunday’s evening game between Victoria Ambulance 
Service and Hotel Sidney was cancelled due to Hotel’s 
attendance at an invitational tournament in Ladner.
The local squad finished fifth in the eight-team _ 
tourney after meeting tough competition from Jimbo’s' 
of Bellingham Washington, who eked out a 2-0 victory 
on the strength of a second inning home run.
Hotel’s second game resulted in a victory as 
Tsawwas-sen’s Pillar’s Inn went down 7-0 in six innings. 
Their third game resulted in elimination, however, when 
a strong Domtar squad from Surrey held on for a 4-3 
win despite a Hotel rally in the seventh.
The game ended with the tieing run on third after 
Hotel had pressed strongly for two innings to tie the 
match. The style of play exhibited by the local squad 
earned them two invitations to future tournaments 
slated for the Delta area — definite acknowledgement 
and respect for Hotel Sidney.
Unfortunately, the week ends on a sad note, since 
league grounds keeper Aron Krahn suffered an illness 
and has been hospitalized in Victoria.
League members hope he will be back on his feet 
, soon;.:E ■
SEE THE COMPLETE LINE
*7 sizes & styles to choose from 
•All fire brick lined, 2 cooking surfaces 
•Virtually airtight cast-iron doors
ALL MODELS IN STOCK 
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
TkExpert Installations Available 
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Input sought on line
RAIN OR SHINE 
IT’S LIVEABLE!
B.C. ALUH/ilNUli/l
"THE NAME YOU KNOW
479-7121
Concerned residents will finally have the chance to 
voice their opinions on the proposed B.C- Hydro 
Iransmission line to be built from Pike Lake to Sidney.
Hydro informed North Saanich council May 9 the 
company will hold a public meeting from 4 to 9 p.m. 
.Iiine 4 in Stelly’s secondary school gymnasium at 1627 
Stelly’s Crossroad.
Hydro has asked affected property owners, con­
cerned residents, and municipal and regional district 
personnel show up ‘‘to provide input and discussion on 
the iiaiismission proposal, as well as an associated 
substation site in the Keating Crossroad area.”
Hydro also advised council it is currently in the 
process of preparing a report on the project which will 
he made available to the public prior to the meeting --
probably at the front counter of the municipal office.
Council expects to receive the report sometime this 
week.
North Saanich council has asked that its zoning 
committee come up with a proposal in order for council 
to make a formal prescmaiion of its expectations at the 
meeting,
The original Hydro transmission proposal called for 
2.30 killivolt line to run over Mount Newton from 
Brentwood and parallel with McTavish Road to meet a 
substation at the bottom of McTavish,
Mayor Eric Sherwood said such a line would mean 
“the desecration of our beautiful area.”
Meanwhile, Aid. Harold Parrott suggested council 
request Hydro to reduce the width of its right-of-way 
needed for the line.
North Saanicli council is 
faced witli another 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
appeal ■— this time from a
retired East Saanich Road 
coiipic looking to dispose of 
some of their land to 
supplement their income,
We’re Giving You Our Heart
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Charles and Lucy 
Whitehead, 9016 East 
Saanich Road, have asked 
council to refer their appeal 
to the Aitiicultural Land 
Commission for its ruling. • 
In a covering letter to 
council the Whiteheads 
note they want some four, 
acres of their appro,ximately 
7'7 acre parcel excluded 
from the ALH.
I'lie \Vliiteheiuls’ 
property is bounded by 
Dean Park Estates on the 
South, vacant bush-land on 
tju! west, a rcsidemial area 
on the north, and East 
Saanich Road on ilie east. 
The Whiiehc’ads also 
point out they have tried to 
ciiltir ate some of the land 
for home use and sale, but 
werg unsuccessful due to 
excess water.
'‘Wt» believe that under
the imerpreiaiion of the act 
none of this land is suitable 
for use or occupation for 
I'lUia ‘tJc iaiiu iiuipusci*,
wrote the Whiteheads.
Council referred the 
application to Its zoning 
committee.
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Saanichton commercial 
core may undergo a facelift 
and rejuvenation in the near 
future if Central Saanich 
council accepts the 
recommendations of a local 
architect to transform the 
area to a “pioneer” theme.
Architect Darrel Jensen 
approached council with 
the suggestion the area 
adopt “Pioneer Square” as 
its official theme. Jensen 
indicated he will come back 
to council with a more 
detailed report, at which 
time a decision will be 
made.
In other Central Saanich 
news Monday:
•The parks and 
recreation committee will 
recommend to council that 
two arbutus trees in the 
municipal park adjacent to 
' Damelart Way be felled, 
after receiving a report 
from forest pathologist 
Duncan Morrison at the 
Canadian Forest Services 
research centre on Burn­
side.
The recommendation 
follows complaints from 
area residents that the trees 
present a danger to the 
community and should any 
damage occur to their
Pioneer theme 
for Saanichton?
residences, council and the 
municipality would be held 
responsible.
Morrison said he sampled 
three trees with a power dill 
that have damaged roots. 
There are only three ar­
butus, one small oak, and a 
number of Douglas fir trees 
in the park said Morrison.
He said the Douglas firs 
are in good condition and 
branch-shedding by these 
trees “is a natural oc- 
curance and cannot be 
prevented except by 
removing the trees.”
He suggested council 
monitor the Douglas firs 
every two years to detect 
any change in tree con­
dition.
•The maintenance 
committee was informed 
that the Central Saanich 
police have a “hot”
computer on their hands.
It seems the police 
department’s com­
munications centre com­
puter, a CPlC computer 
and tape machine that 
records telephone calls, gets 
dangerously hot.
It in turn makes the room 
unbearable at times — 
upwards of 100 degrees F in 
some instances - for the 
dispatcher.
Past measures to correct 
the problem have proved 
failures, including opening 
windows and placing a fan 
in the area. Apparently the 
problem is inside the 
machine itself.
Committee rejected a 
suggestion an air con­
ditioner be installed in the 
room, and instead agreed to 
examine more inexpensive 
methods to cool the room.
•The zoning committee 
held off on an decision on 
the application by Mrs. R. 
Sale, 39-7925 Simpson 
Road, to have a day care 
centre in her townhouse. 
Present zoning does not 
allow day care centres in 
townhouses.
But a final decision will 
not be made until com­
mittee can hear from Sale 
herself at a regular meeting.
• Elsewhere, the zoning 
committee instructed staff 
to prepare necessary 
rezoning bylaws for a 
development plan presented 
by Ernie Yakomovich. 
Yakomovich presented his 
second proposal for the 
development of his 
property at Mount Newton 
and Wallace Drive.
He has continued to 
downzone his property
from 29 townhouses to 31 
single family lots and a 
commercial area.
As well, committee asked 
staff to extend 
Yakomovich’s development 
permit another 30 days.
•An application by the 
Central Saanich boys and 
girls club to use the old fire 
hall and police station for 
an assembly hall and 
automotive garage will be 
reviewed by Aid. Dick 
Sharpe, municipal staff, 
and representatives from 
the club.
The move follows a 
report from municipal 
building inspector F. 
Barnard in which Barnard 
points out the washrooms 
on the second floor of the 
fire hall are not up to 
handicapped standards.
Barnard suggests use of 
the second fioor would 
require wheelchair ramps or 
a wheelchair elevator-in 
either case a costly 
proposal.
Instead he recommends 
council upgrade the first 
floor and completely block 
off the second floor.
As well, he asks that the 
lease to the club be very 
short term “in view of the 




Utley’s Art Gtilleries, 
9182 East Saanich Road, 
has been given the go-ahead 
to extend its use of the 
gallery to include art 
education and training.
North Saanich council 
agreed with a recom­
mendation from its zoning 
committee that the gallery’s 
land use contract be 
amended on the condition 
that the building be 
upgraded for education and 
training classes.
Utley’s applied for a 
change in its land use 
contract last month, asking 
council to allow the former 
church building to be used 







(Offer good till June 7/80. Limit 1 
per customer wtiile quantities
out and present ttiis ad at;
2238 HARBOUR RD., SIDNEY, 656-0153
Volcanic ash falling
For the second time in 
two weeks, peninsula 
residents have felt the 
effects of volcanic activity 
at Mount St. Helen’s in 
southern Washington State.
This week an unusual 
weather situation combined 
with Sunday’s eruption at 
the mountain to produce a 
light dusting of volcanic ash 
in various parts of the 
peninsula.
The light dusting 
followed the major 
eruption May 18 which was
heard and felt by many 
residents throughout the 
area.
A spokesman at the 
weather office said this 
week’s dust did not come 
here on a direct air flow, 
but took a roundabout 
route by skirting a low- 
pressure area centred in 
Montana.
The counter-clockwise 
movement of air picked up 
the dust, which was at an 
altitude of 25,000 to 35,000 
feet, from southern
Washington, took it to 
Oregon, around Montana, 
and up into Saskatchewan, 
Alberta and B.C. before 
dumping it in this area.
The weather spokesman 
said low-pressure systems 
don’t usually have such a 
strong effect but in this 
instance there were other 
factors involved.
A strong current of air 
emerging from the Gulf of 
Mexico picked up some of 
the dust particles, took it 
over Hudson Bay, then 
headed westward over the
Canadian Prairies to 
southern Vancouver Island.
That, added to an on­
shore flow of moisture on 
the West Coast led to the 
falling of the fine particles 
of dust on the peninsula, 
western community and 
parts of Victoria.
Stanley Escott, 2029 
Ardwell, contacted The 
Review to say a “fine white 
grit” was all over his car 
when he went out to it 
Monday mornng — even 
though the car was in his
carport overnight.
Much of The Review 
staff reported similar 
occurrances when they went 
out to their cars Monday, as 
did E. Graham, 2298 Dale 
Place.
Most of the white ash 
washed away Monday with 
the rains that accompanied 
it, but authorities warned 
Tuesday morning that, 
drivers should be cautious 
on roads because the 
rain/ash mix that fell for a 
second night was creating 
slippery driving conditions.
The memory of Peter 
Grant — a former resident 
of Sidney and an alderman 
— lives on, although he 
died tragically in a plane 
crash on Vancouver Island 
in September, 1979.
A memorial scholarship 
set up on his behalf has 
been awarded for the first 
time to Joan Culver, a 
recreation director of 
Nimkish Band Council in 
Alert Bay, Grant, who was 
rccrealion consultant with 
the provincial government, 
was on his way to Alert Bay
to assist in community 
development work when he 
was killed.
The $200 .scholarship is 
administered by the Leisure 
(Development Course 
committee and the Van­
couver Island Recreation 
Councils. The cour.se is 
professional program for 
paid recreation personnel in 
B.C. and takes place at 
Cariboo College in 
Kamloops in June annually.
It consists of one week in 







"NOW IN OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW DINING ROOM"
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
SOUP DU JOUR 








11:30 - 2;30 p.m. 
We will be carving 




1476 Mt. Nawton X Road 6S1.|146
On Patricia Ray HlQhwoy, 6 Mila* trom Farry 













.school student Sandra 
Betton was one of 110 top 
students chosen from across 
British Columbia for the 
141 h annual Humanities 
and Science Symposium 
sponsored by UVic and 
B.C. Tel May 1 - .1. 
Students were chosen after 
submitting academic papers 
judged by UVic faculty 
members, Sandra’s paper 
wa.s titled “From Calculus 




PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the Municipality aforesaid that a poll 
has become necessary at the By-clcction now pending and that I have granted such poll; 
AND 1-TJRTl lER, that the persons duly nominated as candidates at the said By-cleelionfor 
whom only voles will be received are: /
Al.DERMAN-TERM OFOFFIC:E- Balanceofl980and 1981 





Ol her Names 




2011 I-inda Place, Sidney 
2200 Calvin Avenue, Sidney 













giBfiliRZV along witH KcIpliH 
comnuifiiiy iniimii.iiliii(i,
Such poll will be opened at the Town Hall, Sidney, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on 
Saturday the 7th day of .lune, 1980, between the hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.
An advanced poll will be held at the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, on Wed­
nesday the 4th of .1 line, 1980, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m, for those electors who 
expect 10 be absent from the Town on Polling Day or, through circumstances beyond their 
control will iiot be able to attend the Poll on Polling Day; or arc, for reasons of conscience, 
prevented from voting on Polling Day.
Every per.son is hereby required to take notice of the above and govern himself accordingly.
GIVEN UN Dl R MY HAND AT SIDNEY, B.C. THIS 21 si day of MAY, 1980.
G.S, Logan,
I' ' ' , ' Petnrning Offirfr
N'xr
i^) BUMPER TO BUMPERI
Ofon t tf wfiilf f »,vM< bto hi 0 piort-o't r.Mii frm fpi y*iir/i« vaif rpiMonti#i, /«it<W'liA iR'lil t. hAFfJt's « M4H him" srVMp liu ilifiMH
Bumper to Bumper Location:
Andyls Auto Parts & Accessories 
2412 Bevan Avenue 
Sidney . .
Tel:656-7281
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED BY ANDY & JOYCE
f;
























Living Room with 
Fireplace, Dining Room, 3 
Bedrooms master with 
ensuitc. Vacuum system 
and an attractive mortgage. 
Set on a Vi acre landscaped 
lot in Dean Park with 
commanding views of the 
Gulf Islands and Mt. 
Baker. Asking $125,000. 
DEAN PARK 
CHOICE LOT 
Fully .serviced '/s acre with 
unsurpassed views. Priced 
at $58,500 this will not be 
available for long.
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
3.86 acre. Level, cleared, all 
services. Lowest sq. ft. cost 
around. Price $280,000.















A most spacious house. 
Separate cement garage and 
workshop. Fully developed 
basement. True Value. 




SIDNEY WATERFRONT homo with S.E, 
exposure, stops to beach. Fully 
londscopod. patio, lundeck ond 
privacy screens, Retirement oriented 
with 2 bedrooms, 2 Hootform 
fireplaces. 3 bathrooms, panelled 
den, thermal screened windows. 
Shake roof ond cedar siding. Ready . 
30th. June. $176,000. Pine Home 
Builders ltd. 652-4242, 0561-22
1 YEAR OLD on fenced ond land­
scaped lot. 2 bedrooms. I'4 boths, 
thermo windows. heotilotor 
fireplace, detached goroge. 656- 
2687. 0554-22
BY OWNER. Multiple purpose 
commerciol corner lot fully serviced. 
6/10 acre rapid growth area. Buy- 
lease-joint development, CS zoned. 
32295 Lougheed Highway, Mission, 
B.C. V2V 1A3. 826-5423.na-22 
HIGH PRAIRIE RIVER RANCH - 1,360 
ocres. $175,000.00 WESTLOCK -- 
Choice groin form - 640 acres, 460 
cultivated, 3 year old home, good 
hog barns, $370,000.00 HIGH PRAIRIE 
- 640 ocres, 300 cultivated, good 
creek, spruce trees, $120,000.00 
WESTLOCK AREA DAIRY • 303 acres, 2 
newer borns includes 60 heod cattle, 
equipment, quotas ond machinery. 
Financing. $450,000.00 10,000
HEN/CHICKEN FARM • 160 acres, 
excellent buildings,: equipment, 
machinery. Only $320,000.00 
SOUTHERN ALBERTA - 10 acres
irrigated, large cedor log home. 
$119,000.00 78 acres irrigation.
$71,500.00 Forms, Ranchos ond 
Acreoges, Homes and Businesses. 
Chief Mountoln Realty, Jock Folsom, 
Box 160, Hillspring, Alto. TOK lEO. 
Phone (403) 626-3232, na-22
TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME, double 
garage, .75 acre, greenhouse, brick 
fireplace, heatolator, w/w carpel. 
Asking $55,000. 108 Ranch, 100 Mile 
House. For more infqrmatlon phone 
791-5596. no-22
' Insurance Agents










EXPERIENCED AND INEXPERIENCED 
hoy loaders will be needed. This is 
hoovy work and applicants should bo 
in good physical condition. Apply 
205-3400 Douglas St. Victoria. 382- 
4274.0548-22 
EXPERIENCED HAYMAKING 
OPERATORS for cutting, raking, 
swothing and boiling will be needed. 
Apply 205-3400 Douglas St, Victorio, 
362-4274.0547-22 
BABYSITTER WANTED ON SUNDAYS 
Approx. 8:00 a.m. • 4:30 p.m. Family 
homo with young children desired. 
656 0364.0543-22 
AVON
Don't take retirement sitting down. 
Become on -t-Avon Roprosentotlve. 
You'll meet interesting people, moke 
good money, set your own hours. 
Call Mrs. Guonlhor, 384-7345. I 
WAITERS/WAITRESSES foT nTii
refined dining room In Hotel Sidney. 
Experience in first class service a 
must. Union wages, excellent 
benefits. For appointment, coll the 
Catering Manoger, 656-1131. 0533-22 
NEEDED IMMEDIATE L Y. cas u o I 
homemaker for Sidney area. Mature 
person with good references pleose. 
Phone Medox, 388-7388 . 0527-23
BUS BOY must be neat, willing to 
learn and fast. Evenings and 
weekends. Apply In person only to 
Alex Bornett, Clipper Inn Restaurant, 
2558 Bevan Avenue, Sidney, bet­
ween 2 ond 4 p. m. 0568-22
CAREER OPPORTUNITY: as an in- 
vestment broker In your orea. We 
specialize In tax deferrol ond equity 
investm.ents. Full company benefits. 
Great Pacific Management, 202-100 
West Pender St.. Vancouver. B.C. 
V6B1R8. na-22
LICENSED AUTO MECHANIC, ALL 
MAKES, Marino mechanic, OMC, 
Mercruiser and volvo certification. 
Wages negotiable. Sait Spring Island. 
Phone collect 537-5509 days, 537-2872 
or 537-9883 nights. na-22
SCHOOL DlSTlRa #72 Compbell 
River, B.C. French Immersion grades 
one and two. Teachers must be 
eligible for British Columbia cer­
tification and be fluent in the French 
language. Primary training and 
experience are necessary. The 
District has operated o French 
Immersion programme for two years 
and oil grade one pupils will be 
reasonably bilingual in all school 
subjects. Please forward application 
to Mr. David Eldred, Supt. of Schools. 
School Oistirct 4^72, 425 Plnecrest 
Road, Campbell River, B.C. V9W 3N9 
Phone 2B7-8385. na-22
REAL ESTATE OPPORTUNITIES for 
licensed salespeople in Houston, B.C. 
Houston is growing. So are we. If you 
want choilenge in rapidly expanding 
market call 845-7141. na-22
WANTED - TWO EXPERIENCED Parts 
Persons for progressive ‘Ford 
dealership In Whitehorse, Yukon. 
Prefer 3-4 years experience. Call 
Floyd or Harry collect (403) 667-7866. 
■'■'na-22',/
1970 VW Westphalia 
pop-top camper. New 
rebuilt engine, tires. 
63,000 miles. Reduced to 
$2,900. 658-8931.
1969 FORD STATION WAGON. Good 
running order. Open to offers. 656- 
6656. 0521-22
1969 CLASSIC FOURDOOR T-BIRD 
Show room condition. Best offer over 
$2,200, 656-3951 or656-2727, 0580-22
ENDURANCE 35, CUSTOM built 1976 
Aft. cobin. centre cockpit, modified 
cutter rig, targe inventory. Excottent 
condition. 656-2386.0577-22 
MUST SELL like now 1975 Volvo 
Station Wagon. Phone 656-4005. 
0564-22
1976 PLYMOUTH FURY. 318 auto. City 
tested, new radiols, 56,000 Rear 
window defroster, 2 remote mirrors. 
Radio, front and rear speokers. 
$1,750. 6S6-6469.0544-22 
1975 DODGE POWER WAGON, club 
cab, heavy duty 4x4. 440 engine. 6' 
box. Extra 100 golion gas tank, heavy 
duty winch and trailer hitch, Michelin 
tires, jdeal for heavy duty towing 
vehicle. Coll Gus, at 656-1131. 0531-
22
1968 PETERBILT GRAVEL TRUCK, 
Cummins engine, 5 and 4 tran­
smission, 38,000 lbs rear ends, 12 
yord box, tele, hoist 1000/22 rubber • 
$8,500.00. Write C-29, R.R. 1. 100 Milo 
House. B.C. VOK2EO.no-28
1970 MACK DM 400 complete with 12
• 14 yard Reliance light steel gravel 




CLARK ENTERPRISES. Low price 
factory salvage gloss. Cut to size. 24 
OZ. 75c square foot; 32 oz.. $1.25; 
3/16, $1,50; 1/4" plate, $1.75, Bronze 
tint, 24 oz.. $1.00: 3/16. $2.00. Works 
Qt rear of Sleggs Lumber. 5th Street. 
Sidney. Open Mon. • Fri. 12:30 - 4 
p.m. Soturday 8 a.m. • 12 noon. 656- 
6656. 0409-26
OLDER KENMORE washer and dryer, 
good working condition. $200 or best 
offer. 656-2705. 0507-22
1977 D6C. angle dozer, hystor free 
spool, ROPS, bush guarded, 80% 
U/C, Excellent. Kamloops $68,500. 
1975 9808, g.p. bucket, fully enclosed 
cab, third valve, 80%% tires, recent 
mojor overhaul. Edmonton $87,500. 
1977 R200 PSH rough terrain crone, 
60 foot boom. 20 loot gib, G.M. 
power, low hours. Excellent. Peace 
River - $67,500.
1974 ML 200 Mountain logger skid- 
der, 200 h.p. class, new tires. Clark 
winch. Excellent, Cranbrook • 
$30,.000.
1975 D0K, choice of blodes, ripper,
fully enclosed cob. currently in shop. 
Prince George ♦ price on request. 
Phone 988-5685 or 324-2446. no-22
DOORS I B.C'S LOWEST PRICES! Pro- 
hung Interior. $19.90: solid Exterior 
pro-hung, $59.00; Ponolled doors, 
S39.00. Closet bl-fllds. $17.90: 
Deodbolt Locks, $9.90. Conoda's 
lorgest selection! Write or phone for 
further Information. Walker Door 
Ltd., Vancouver 266-1101, 1366 S.W. 
Marino Drive V6P 5Z9 or North 
Vancouver 985-9714, 1589 Garden 
Ave.V7P3A5. NA-tf
SAAN. PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION services lor the 
family, individual, morrioge and 
family counselling, 656-1247 . 2440 
Sidney Ave. (TownHoll), tf
DIVORCE! $100 -f filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce pope: s over the 
phone - fast. For more informotion 
coll THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES. M.0.A.. UB. toll-free 112- 
800'663-3035 (in Vancouver area call 
687-2442). Chargox and Master- 
charge welcomed. 38-ff
INCORPORATEI S200 plus filing fees. 
Incorporate yoursell - fast • over the ' 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services ore lawyer approved. Call 
Self Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800'663'3035. Chorgex and 
Mostercharqe opproved. 47-tf
HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our son Jason on 
his first birthday, Juno 1, 1900 Mum 
ond Pod.  0566-22
IN SIDNEY AND SURROUNDING 
oroos. Anyone interested in o singles 
get together forming now, please
DICK. RUTH AND RICHARD Thulllier 
are happy to announce the coming 
morrioge of RonI Elizabeth Thulllier 
to John Colin Anderson, son of Mr. & 
Mrs. J.E.A. Anderson of 10395 
Boworbonk. Sidney. The wedding will 
take place Juno 21 st, 1980 in 
Saanichton.0537-22 
THE BAPTISM OF ANDREA VICTORIA, 
doughter of Mr. & Mrs. D.K. 
Shiilington ond Goddaughter of Miss 
S. Card took place on the worm sunny 
morning of May 4. 1980 at St.
Stephen's Anglican Church. Reverend 
Futter off Icioting.
Following the ceremony, a reception 
was held in which four generotlons 
on both paternal ond maternal sides 
were present. Special thanks to Mrs. 
Mavis Bell who made and docoroted 
a beautiful coke. Also, to oil those 
who mode Andreo's Boptlsmal Doy 
ono to remember. 0565-22
ENROLL NOW. Clarinet lessons for 






WANTED AQUARIUM, between 20 
and 30 golion capacity; also lorgedog 
0571-22house. 656-4452.
DUAL AXLE SAILBOAT TRAILER. 
Brakes, extension tongue, extra 
front wheel for tricky lounching. 
Suitable for fixed keel or conversion 
for powerboat. Coll Gus at 656-1131. 
0532-22
1975 22' ALJO, self contained travel 
trailer. Sleeps 7; tub and shower. 3- 
woy fridge, stove ond oven. $5,200, 
Phone 656-5477. nc-22
FO^RD CUSTOM CANOPY. Offers 656- 
6656 . 0522-22
WANTED URGENTLY! Men and 
women with own transportation, 
good housekeeping skills and In­
terested in personal core to act os 
members of the Health Care Team on 
the Saanich Peninsula. Also needed 
persons interested in live-in 
positions. Call 656-0134. 0428-25
1952 - 28* CLASSIC Chris Craft. Double
plonked mohogony hull, new power, 
bilge pumps and blower. Hydraulic 
steering, depth sounder, dinghy. 
$14,500.656-5477. " 053B-22
30' DOUBLE ENDER chorocter cruiser. 
New bottom point and zincs. Com­
pletely equipped. 6 cylinder Chrysler 
ACE. Fish or cruise. $5,200. 478-8988. 
0504-22
Fishermen
Lead fishing weights. 1-10 







The iargcsi one slop 
l•.c)llipnlenl Renial Yard on 
Ilie Saanieh I’eninsula. 
Aniliori/ed dealer lor 
TORO. I.AWNHOY and 
SNAPI'FR,
.We repail all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
I 'lori/ed 
W a I' r a n I y 
Sei \ iee Cenire.










Sat. &Sun. 2-4 p.m. 
at
Vista Del Mur 
KM) 16 Third St.
Several brand new suites 
available, take this one (or 
example, 2 bedrooms, wall 
lo wall carpet, colored 
appliances, view, 
beaulil’ully decorated, 
iheimoglass, sliding door to 
balcony. All tills Ibr only 
$46,900, Will consider 
Trades.
SAANICIITON; ' 
Very aitraclivc single level 
lownhotisc. Approx, I IKK) 
sq, I'l, til' living area, Living 
room witlt brick I'ircplacc, 
dining room with sliding 
glass door to yard, 2 
bedrooms, skylight over 
main entry, doqble gln/cd 
windows and carporl. 
MI.S. $6I9(KJ. ‘
NOR III
' ■ SAANICH '
0.6 acre lot in tltc Mcl'avisli 
Rd. area, IHneniial scaview 






URCENTIY NEEDED In Sidney, bat- 
cholor sullo or rooms (or non­
smoking, non-drinkinfl lady. 652- 
2<)93, 0567-22
URGENTIY NEEDED In Sidney, bol- 
cholor suite or rooms lor non­
smoking, non-drinking lady. 652-2993 
■0567-22 
WANTED AS 'sobN AS POSSIDIE,
warehouse spoco on monthly bosis. 
3000-5000 sq, It. Pmlorobly Keating 
Industrial area or Sldnoy. 652-9111. 
0546-22
PROfESSIONAl young" WOMEN
working and studying at tho 
University roqulrr* 3 biKtroom tiorne 
EKCollont roterencoi, long term 
tenancy desired, Ptoporty will bo 
rns|Kinslbly cored for,592-1072, 0528- 
2 2
URGENTIY NEEDED. Sipoll cottago or 
house, with yard lot rasponslbln 
wotking womun wUh I child, Coll 
Mnryltio ot 656 7195 cironhtgs, 0529-
2,2,..,......
PROfESSIONAl cbiipiE- loquTroTo 
bodiooin house In Sidney tireo (tom 
Juno to Septeinhot, Cull collect, 112 
7!i|hl592 t>ii jJ_2 24ll.V5;il. 0499-22
maTure'pROr ISsioNAl'(
2 thildion foquhei n J ui 3 hodrooin 
home In the Saonlch ntee beginning 
July lit nr August In, M Jt R Wiight, 






All kinds of home FIX-IT jobs. Repair 
small appliances, electric cords etc. 




SPEEDY GARDEN SERVICE. Good 
reliablo work. Pleose coll offer 4 p.m. 
656-6859. t(
MOST PHASES of gQidoninij ut.'f 
•ondst(iping • olso gordon dot>ig*- 
Call Charles Voutiin, 656-1595 after 5 
p in 10 If
NO JOB TOO SMALL. Young car* 
pontor willing to do fences, sun^ 
docks, renovations, painting etc. All 
work guarantoed. Phone Ron 656- 






Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews, 
available for larger jobs.
656-3744
BEAUTIFUL BREAKFAST OR PATIO 
SUITE in heavy ■ white scrolled 
wrought Iron. Elegant motched 
upholstered chairs. No longer 
ovailable in stores. $600,656-5966. 
0582-22'^ ,
21AZYBOY CHAIRS, olive green. $50; : 
ivory, $40; roplocoment glass various 
sizes, some with metal frames, $75. 
656-6094. . L 0579-22.
30" HARVEST GOLD RANGE. 
Elements, oven and rotlsary. In good 
working order, $125. 656-5719. 0575- 
22 ■ '■-'
3-19: COLOR PORTABLE TV's. $150
each; 1-17" block & white portable, 
$50: 1-10" block and white portable, 
$50. All reconditioned, 3-month 
guarantee. 6S6-1462. 0573-22
MOVING MUST SELL 18 cul ft. 
freezer, like new, $265. 652-5660 
0570-22, ' 
CHOICE SIDES OF PORK uncut or cut 
and wrapped. Also sides of beef. 479- 
3021. 0558-22
50'K4a" VINYL MESH fencing, $25: 
crib and mattress, as is, $10. 656 
6349. ' 0557-22
G.E. TOAST-R-OVEN, ossortmont of 
tools; old records; some fishing 
tackol, kitchon table and four chairs 
like now; electric toaster, 652-1238 
evenings. 0556-22
ONE TWO-PIECE chesterfield, $85; 
ono locllner chair, like new, $90, two 
occasional chairs, $25 each, rod and 
green drapes, $40 each. 656-3768, 
0552-22
LARGE GARAGE SALE. 10158 Fifth St. 
Sidney. 10 a.m. -5 p.m. Saturday May 
31st. Household articles and many 
miscellaneous items. 0572-22
GARAGE SALE, Saturday and Sunday. 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 1086 Seobord 
Crescent, Soonichton. 0542-22
GARAGE SALE SATURDAY May 31st. 
8560 East Saanich Rood, 0562-22 
SUPER GARAGE SALE Saturday May 
31. 9:30 - 4:40 p.m. 2298 Gail Place 
(off Frost Ave.) Sidney. Hardware, 
household goods, used brick, 
cameras, golf balls, carpet pieces, 
etc.etc. : 0563-22
2ND. ANNUAL TSARTLIP School 
Spring Fair. Moy 29th 5p • 8 p.m. 
Bosketboli shoot, hockey shoot, 
casino, archery, penny arcade, clown 
throw, rummage sole, soccer kick. 
Also Salmon Bar-B-Q. Taco Stand, 
etc. etc. More information, coll 652- 
4212. 1
ANNUAL CHURCH SALE of clothing, 
trinkets, hardware, sports equip­
ment. books, toyi; plonts. horned 
bakings refreshments.
DATE: Saturday May 31st TIME: 11-3 
Cordovo Bay United Church ♦ 5166 





.‘Owner Will' Dorman gives 
personal altendon to all; 
orders. Phone 656-4754








Excellent second cut. 
Dairy or horse feed. 
Large supply. $155 per 
ton. 100% Canadian — 
Alberta’s finest. Phone 











$VhHif Hlrrh lima! 
.Sidney
One bedroom unit on third 
floor facing west. I'lidge 




AVAIIABLI JUNE lit, I llutiroom 
luile, CM-WIJ. ^ 0583-27
I ARo'i ''raMFORmi..'room "-wnh
l«£lla_l_«.._656 7887.^ 0574-33
ONl'AN'o'TWO'BEtlliobM'iuna
lomily rlyln lakehiwl holiday coh 
IdUiit utui uiilU. llM.illiig. fUhlng. 
wolei .kllrig, rri'imll60, per week 
ShowfiulrH (le.ort, R.R, I Shnwfilgon 
Inke, B.C, VORVWO. no-32
Help Wanted
RltPONOBOl PERSON TO MIND 2
rhitdiMii 8 ond U l«i ,umm«r moplhi. 
Some light houailteopliig diitlei, 
Mnryltmd Or l»« iM ;|«55. 0519 23
PART TTMr‘j(tLr'i«^uTr’»T''A7iplyTii
V>«isuri (u l,iu Sell Serve 3.14/
Benrciit Av.., hhe.r.«06.5r33, 05HI'22
trflCIl'NT, STTADV, MATURE Aodir
lor Denernl hoinednimlpg Ip Sirtpiy 
iiieo, 4 huut, (Hit $4 per h.-,u(.
65ft 4167 p5/,9 25
CtlANItIO LADY, qieu. mull 
have relei eru»« opd pwii ppn
,|>orlri|lnn ftSft lMJ, 0555 22|_V(r 
CAiNNii¥'~iiQuimi'lo"'"i:«icT
.ill.I.Irrj'
Mqrirnno Drive nrtri. Coniroo imi.* 
prtanrred,^177 ,1951, 0,545 22
>i'R»y”’pl'ckl«»"wlil'''u"piuled"'ior
ftirpwhturlin (itur rrivpl.er 
Reghler now «i 301.331H3 OpubIo* 0,
V^.cmt.U .(M3-43I4 '( 0549 22
Si ■
WILLIE DIE WORKER, Lawn care, 
rolDlllllng. cemiinl work, manure, 
light hauling, gardening, etc, $8.00 
twirhuur, (!>52.4I37,   0444-22
NO JOB TOO SMALL, Young Englith 
rurponlur, 5 yoarr. apptunlUoihlp, 
Guiiicmtiiud woik, Coll Shivo 656- 
MI9, ..........„ _)t
NUtlHAOt, OARBAOE HAULED.
ilar.mmti<l and cluim up |obi. Phone 
^2-4035.__......... ........;__ 3711
GARDfN SfRVICEr Pruning Brimm 
Von Schufknwirin, 656-1990, SO-il
REllAnii GIRL 15 wllTlng lo bubyiK 
during the tummer dnyt, Phone Lee 
betwoep 6 and 9 p.m. 65h'400D or
______ _____ Q52h-23
A’MBmoiTs^lFTt’AR^OrD* very 
retponiilbltt, will cul lawns or any odd 
Inbit around haute. I'lanta coll 656- 




1979 DODOI MAXI VAN, 360 motor, 
rnited mot, Irtijler pnekoge, cuilorn 
Itaeriar, 4 iwlvel lilt leolt, table, 
(Intel. SIwopi (our, *|0.SCK). 656- 
7847, 0411 d(
1979 ■ *7' TRAVEIAIRI TRAtllR, with 
owning. Inige (ridge ond (iwiiref. 
Botl.luh, rnrpet on.-J linoUutn, lorge 
Hoiago b0» on buck. .1(0,500 fZi6- 
_________  ORIOtl
((indliinn. *2500 Alto ttiick SuiukI 
C.5750 port* 6Wi NI38 oiler 5 or 
10(30 ih.idsi, Sidney. -NC'll
1 7 7" '’'k A W A i
mnii/Into. tiotk tonddlon; new (Iret, 
rdter* 10 |J7(Xi or will contlder 
PI ' It - (.ndiirri 17^.250 r.n Irndw ft'lft- 
WiUU or inn be toon td 10130 :ird St , 
(iidrioy,
'7* oiAUPireyATr^fw'iT’ledan 
tiyle, 165 M(«ifri'rt**r. tiorn fOnvn*, 
c:#, D5, londem Roodrurmer Koller,
Si;,5.'.W,479 i.'ii.', , ,il
FIREWOODS cul to order. Cedar 
Pottt, and rallt. Solect tree (oiling. 
656-4213, _____ _0520t(
a>rECE»ECno'NAlCHisTERFiEL'b,lT-
2 soolor and 1-3 toator) (loral 
covering, *400 (Irrn; gold velvnil twin 
tlio hoadboard; gold llorol, theer 
twin >itu bedtpreod, 2 glubo. bullul 
typo wall light (iKluro: cryilol dining 
room light llvlure and mulching hall 
llvlure: heavy chrome balhroorn 
accottoriet, 2-24" towel bott, M4'': 
|>aper holder; towel rink; Otlet pul 
clippert, Model A2; Otter Pel hond 
dryer, td'P'te “tlef <t P.m, 65^7577, I
All ‘sTilL”>ORTABLi SAWMILL
complete with power unit, odger and 
lorkidl, Prito *12,000. Phone 376 
5268 odor 6 p,m. Write 705 Popp 51
lOOHO^'rrANbTABTNTDoVhfook
Coptlrucllon ltd. Tor brochure or 
lutihor Inlorrpallon conloci George 
Donovan, Bo« 777,m 100 Mile Houte, 
n C VOK2r;0 Phone.195 2867 (duyi)
791-6676 (jivenlngib___ na.22
ATTRACflVl‘’“Suil01NG "PrANiri, 
IrantIuienI or opaque tiruciure 
(Ibergltiil ponelt with pebble nr 
tmtiolh teKlurei, choice o( color or 
while. Ideol irtttt Intiudo; privocy 
ixinelt around twimnting punli, 
tundeckt, garden ond patio, (ence. 
windbreak orounci corporli • drop 
celling . room divider tcreent ■ wnl 
liner around luht or lounrtry roomt ■ 
lomlnule on doort which luller obute 
hygienic or (ood prop arollon 
orent. IASV TO USE • OIAUTIFUI. TO 
lOOK AT. NUFAB 530 6201 22470 
(toiler Hvyy., longley V3A4P6. 00-22
URaii-'ERAn'" sAvS" cAttp'ri"*"'!
Oirorotdeei removal dog, calo, 
human urine iiolnt. odort (rom 
corpeltl Free brochure. Reldell 
Cherrtlcolt lid,, Depl. 'A' Boe 7500, 
london. Ont, N5Y4XB. _ no 22
diSfl" luipifTDib ciiijNo'Tiri*
36';«00", con l»e cul eotlly by hond lo 
any tuiloble tlie, trnntlircanl nr 
o|)ouua l/G ponelt wlllt pebble or 
tmoolh lavlure. telling ol 117.95 per 
fMtnel. Cornet In wlille or colored, 
NUFAB 5,30-6201, 22470 FfOier High-
CaV'Ti '’”biADli““wHb Icerili'er 
iktiere, ihnini end meny eirira tiorle. 
(UilU94-SSM, (t«-22
AiNlluHl ItUVtt, IrrepIcKe tnierti, 
plpet, lirwihet, occeiiarleti etc. We 
hove it oil Inr your ((replace, See ut 
Ol Marino Court, Sidney Fireplote 
r.ho(. 9043 2(11151, Sldr.ey, 656 3C0I, 
04S(l-t(
CHICKS - brown egg layers, while 
leghorns, while rocks, order earl-,' 
ship anywhere, Napier Chick Sales, 
6743 • 216lh SI., Box 59, Milner, B.C. 
VOX ITO. 534-7222, If
PUPPIES FOR SALE, 8 weeks old, lab- 
shopherd cross. Shots and dew clows 
romovod, modlcol records and In lop 
condition, *75.00 ooch. 656-1387,
0551 -22 _________ ____
COCKAPOO PUPS, available mid
Juno. 656-1577 otter S p.m, 0578-22 
JACK RUSSELL TERRIER pups, smooth 
Irolr, $150. Evenings, 652-2 1 57 . 0560- 
2 2. 
PUREBRED " REGISTERED ENGLISH
SPRINGER SPANIELS. LIvor and white. 
Sire ond dam Imported (rom U.K. 
Excellonr bird dogs ond f.ols, Mony 
hold trial champions In podlgriie. 
Phono 593-4387. 110-28
WANTIDi Cows ond qiiolo. Will poy 
top price: Apply in John or Jomos 
Zoll, 1835 Thoin Rd,, Cohblii Hill, B.C. 




For any information about 
‘‘FRISCO’’. Female 3-year 
old tabby marked, spayed 
cat lost May 1 at Rec. 
Centre, probably headed 
toward Brentwood. Any 
sightings or information, 
please phone 652-4190 or 
656-2128 0525-22
LEFT AT SIDNEY Gloss, change purse. 
Owner may have some by Idon- 
tllylng. 656-1313,nc 
LOST CHAIR FROM CHESTERFIELD 
suite, oil truck on Moo's Hill, Pal Day 
Highway (post Poy N'Savo) Sunday 
evening. 656-6835otter 5,nc-22 
FOUND CARAMEL COLOURED kitten, 
male with brown eyes, May 22nd. 
Phone 656-7360. l
LOST KEYS ON SLUE THONG key 
chain May IBIh, Sunday, around 




BEAUTY SALON on beaulilul sun­
shine const, horns o( C.U.C.'s Beach- 
cambers, Lototed on moln itreel o( 
Secholr, this thrlying business has 4 
work stations, room (or oxponslon, 
95*', rttgulnr cuslomers, over 167,000 
gross soles. Omi hour (rom Van­
couver. Terms nvalloble oi SI7,IXX3. 
Coll Rita I'eriheson loll (ree 689.583(1 
homo 885 5706. NA-TF
no r rum
5omti dimiurships ilill ovollobiK 
will! Conndo'i loading 
mnnulocluror.





liUibllshod Convenience store 
Ysdlowliood Ttoni Conodo Highway. 
*400,000.00 giost loles, lie your own 
boss, Phone (403) 87.5-8973,
Rowslleld Reolly. nO'V2
Need liTsuriince for your 
boat'?
Your preseni coverage too 
cosily?
We liave access to New and 
Excellent Markets ami 
we’re e,xciicd about the 
Coverages we can provide, 
CAl.I, NOW for details as 




ROY TIDMAN AND FAMItV woirlrl 
like to express their sincere op- 
proclollon (or oil Ihe kind words and 
deeds extended lo (heir beloviKl wile 
ond maihirr Agnei, during her recent 
Illness, Our ihonkt am olso exiendad 
In Or, Jeon Itoll, The greol Had of 
Socrnlch I’onlnsirlo Hospital, Judy 
Voiborgli ond lire Capitol Region 
tleallh Sorvicii, Oirr ipiKltil thnnkt lo 
Rev Jock Wood lor hit beaulilul 
eulogy. Rev, Mel Adams. Brentwood 
Boy United Church Women, the 
combined churrh cliolfs. Ihe soloist 
Rlilh Kyle, notboro leCourlojs lor her 




TUTTE. Mrs. Gertrude, passed away 
in Soahtch Peninsula Hospital on 
Monday. May 25th, at tho ogo of 94. 
Born In England, Mrs. Tutte Is 
predeceased by her husbond Edward, 
March 1976 and daughter Lillian in 
August, 1979. She leaves her 
daughters Geraldine of Kelowna; 
Irene of Black Creek, B.C. and sons 
Roy, Box 316 Brentwood Bay; 
Edward, Cobble Hill; Kenneth, Rich­
mond B.C. and Richard of New 
Westminster. 22 grandchildren, 35 
groat grandchilden and one groat 
groat grondaughtor. Funeral services 
will be held on Wednesday, May 28 at 
1:00 p.m. Sands Chapol of Roses, 




Victoria Provincial court 
.luclge Harold Alder was 
left wondering just who 
owns tlic mysterious four 
baggies of marijuana 
during a case involving 17- 
year-old Ian William 
Wood, 2300 Beacon 
Avenue,
Crown counsel George 
.loncs said Wot3d, who 
pleaded guilty to posse.ssioii 
of m.arijiiana,was picked 
up by Sidney RCMP April 
18 and an eight-gram baggie 
of marijuana was found on 
him.
A further four baggies, 
containing another 20 
grams, was found in the 
search of a vclticle.
Wood admitted that he 
had the one baggie on him, 
but knew nothing of the 
othen four baggies in the 
vehicle,
•’ll wasn’t yonr 
Alder asked.
"No, it wasn’t," 
replied.
At that point, 
interrupted.
"It vyas a police car,"
Alder gave the youth the 
beneni of the doubt and 
handed him a,$75 fine.
Fersarials
rikiUNAl INJURY tlAlMli (I my 
fjr4i(*rr«d (irtq »( Itrgql prortkr*. 
MA, llftlrilpl, Ipwypi', 758 Clu»»n'l 
Ay»riu»,.Ptwtpti 3II5-I6J3. rr»i Inlllffll 
(nrHuhtiliiii; 0438 23
SAIIINO LEtSONS, 4 canttcullva 
Sutufiloyx, 3 houri ptt laitton, N«xl 
(Itiix (omrimnm Jurn 7lh. Th« 
^ililllIhi!i‘5!"'Sli.*^*-262«, 0576-22
Rom Doui'TOM mail"and n'oToR
AUCTION, Suniluy, July U/(X), Ov»r 
I5n ,(it (r-t rir t ritt,h4 itnd (urry,,. 
(igufln**, anti |ugi, Srrmrf *3,00 
lo( pir turd (otnlrigu* anrl bid th»»)«. 
B«x 130 Durhnm. Oiil, CanadoNOG
IRQ, Phan* [5H)369-2aT4.__ no-20
riifriiFftV ~HlfifK*v""TrHnoi T™- 
vnfoncldri ovnllohl* (or AuguH. 
(Okonpoan), Top N.H L, ond Junior 
InitruKuri, Room and baord 
OvrOilabl*. Coriluci 12S0 KlmhnrUy 
Crottoni, Komlflopi, B,C, V2» 3B7, 
Plvn.,«3x/, jj




Continued from Page 4
integrated into the U.S. military machine, Canadian 
taxpayers are being forced to pay at least $4 billion for 
fighter planes. This is on top of the annual defence 
budget which in 1979 was 4.4 billion. Military ex­
penditure involves buying foreign made equipment and 
components. Even equipment made in Canada produces 
few jobs. U.S. Government researchers have found each 
dollar spent on military equipment creates less em­
ployment than a dollar spent in almost any other area in 
the economy.
At the same time Canadians are being asked to face 
cutbacks in social services at a time when people are 
facing increasing social problems due to unemployment 
and the housing crisis. Cutting back on social services 
must necessarily cause more unemployment and thus 
will actually increase problems in the economy.
In 1953 President Eisenhauer said: "Every gun that is 
made, every ship that is launched, every rocket fired 
signifies in the final sense a theft from those who are 
hungry and not fed, those who are cold and not clothed.
The world in arms is not spending money alone, it is 
.spending the sweat of its laborers, the genius of its 
scientists and the hope of its children.”
G.E. Doherty 
Victoria Coalition for Disarmament 
1831 Fern Street, Victoria, B.C.
Council myopic?
The Review continues to report on the seemingly 
never-ending saga of the District of North Saanich 
council versus Robert Wright, owner of North Saanich 
Marina Ltd.
It strikes me as regrettable for the residents of North 
Saanich that, with few exceptions, the present council 
appears to have inherited the same trepidation and 
myopia afflicting previous councils, insofar as making a 
rational, forward-looking decision on the further 
development of this sensitive piece of the Tsehum 
Harbor shoreline.
Surely it must be clear by now that the adopted 
community plan for North Saanich and the decision of 
the B.C. Agricultural Land Commission to exclude the 
site from the Agricultural Land Reserve, and the land’s 
inherent real estate value all point to a future for the site ' 
other than as a privately-owned undeveloped nature 
reserve.
To argue that the land should be reinstated as part of 
the agricultural reserx'e as some members of council are 
doing, and thereby, presumably be protected in its 
natural state, is, to say the least, unrealistic. Even if the 
Agricultural Land Commission were to reverse its 
decision, ignoring council’s adopted community plan in 
the process, massive destruction of the tree cover and 
resulting disturbance to the area’s wildlife would have 
to occur to prepare the land for farming.
Some members of council appear firm in their resoive 
that no further marina development should occur in this 
locality — for whatever reason. ;
Environmental? Resistance from adjoining property 
owners? Their position is counter to the very significant 
economic benefits marinas bring the overall community 
through jobs and new income, not to mention the 
pleasure both residents and visitors derive from boating.
Council’s intransigence has now reportedly forced the 
owner to a path of least resistance. Soon the property 
will be cleared and dug up to make way for a maximum 
profit subdivision of 40 detached houses on half-acre 
lots.
Compare the impact of that to the development plan 
carefully worked out between the advisory planning 
commission, staff and Mr. Wright in 1979, which 
envisioned 12 acres of parkland along the shoreline, - 
preservation of all significant tree stands, an en­
vironmentally sensitive expansion and upgrading of the 
existing marina, and a limited housing development 
tightly clu.stered to avoid disturbance to the natural 
environment.
This plan, worked out over the course of a year, was 
rejected by council out of hand and appears to find no 
favor with the present council.
A great pity!
Kees van Wcsicn, 
[Norlh Saanich Planner, 1978/79] 
7065 Willis Poini Road







North Saanich residents 
will! a spare room or two in 
their home just may find a 
use for them this summer—" 
and make some money at 
thesnmciimc.
It’s all part of the Greater 
Victoria Tourist Biircnu’s 
bed and breakfast plan to 
aecornodlatc Ihe overflow of 
visiting tourists.
Hut before making up the 
bed in tire spare room, 
residents must wait and sec 
if Nortlt Saanich council 
will go tiloiUT, with the 
scheme and introduce an 
amendmeni to its current 
bylaws.
Council first noticed the 
bed and breakfast plan at 
its meeting last week wlicn 
it received a letter from 
Diana Straith, 773 Ardmore 
Drive, eriqiiirinp about the 
proposal, I,
Straith noted the
burcmi’s coneern over lack
rtrWHWwn ri 'iii
f (.BH9B4C R»4mi»44l»l 'I* 99mi»» *i4MilH
of lu’comivdatloii jhi:,
summer, and a-skctl for 
permission to take in 
loiTTisis for bed and break - 
ff*sl in herhome
However, she pointed out 
that wlicn she approached 
the municipal office staff 
with the request, she was 
informed there is no bylaw 
covering this -spciiial case,
"I am wfiiing to request 
that (he council incorporate 
an amendment that would 
deal with tlris special case of 
tourist accomodation," she 
wrtTie, adding, "1 un­
derstand that it is possible 
to do this in Sidney."
Council authorized 
immicipnl clerk Ted F’airs lo 
come back with a report in 
the situation before tnrtking 
a decision.
Aid. Dermid Bingham 
suggested approving tlie 
request right away, "Is 
1 here any reason for 
delay?" he asked. "Why 
not say ye.;-,?
But Mayor Eric Sher­
wood countered, "Why not 
say no?" — we need it 
lepoit on It lU'M,
Aid, Jim Cumming 
added there are health 
tonsidetations to he 
examined.












Services Cont. Plano Tuning
WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT






•Small Business Accounls l4-tl
T.R. SKITT
ELECTRICIAN 











Duct work. Chimneys, 









2453 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
DA-MAR
CONTRA C TING L TD.
Specializing in









4903 Bvllcrtst Place 
Victoria, B.C.
Bookkeeping to trial balance, 
payrolls, write-up work. One time 






Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 





2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.






























































9812 - 4th St., Sidney
SIDNEY GUISS
Marine, Auto ft Safety Giost 













Residentoil. Commerciol ond 
Golf Course Construction.





1864 John Rd. 
656-2691'









































For all your roofing 
needs.




















If f*i .'it w . 'lil' 1 I'AV, 'rit.'.*' T-'llLr‘i - iilfc'.-
:7t3'i B feci c'^'o i 'T'A'i't’
Buiiciing
Maintenance
,‘\JAX HOME and 
OEFICn CLEANERS
VVif'dows f'loo'*. Cnrpftt*,







“From Estimate to 
Installation >
Three Wccksl 
7177 W. SAANICH RD.
652-9525
Backhoe Work, Trucking |
BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES










“Big or small 
we will do them all”





7177JA'. Saanich Rd. 










1 o-day a few thoughts about garden pests, and none 
of them kiTidly!
One hears a lot about “the balance of nature”, a state 
of what Tnighl be called, “live and let live”. If that 
means sharing my carrots with a lot of maggots, and my 
Brussels sprouts with a horde of black aphids, 1 cry 
“foul”.
No way do 1 intend, willingly, to share my vegetables 
with an army of ravenous insects who have not planted, 
nor weeded, nor watered, nor worried. Why should 1 be 
e.xpccted lo go “halters” with such a shiftless lot? Let 
them seek nourishment elsewhere!
In a good many years of gardening 1 have observed 
that insects seem to be guided to a source of food by a 
sense of smell, rather than by sight. A lot of my recent 
reading sccttis lo bear out this theory, and last year, in 
an attempt to test this idea, 1 pul out a series of cottage 
cheese cartons containing about a half inch each of 
moth crystals.
These cartons were in the bed where the broccoli, 
cauliflower, cabbage and Brussel sprouts were planted, 
and 1 watched with interest the behavior of the cabbage 
moths, who lay their eggs on the leaves of these par­
ticular vegetables.
The cabbage moth is a dainty little creature, largely 
white in colour, and almost always closely followed by 
another whitish moth. Believe me, those two are up to 
no good! Their one aim in life is to mate, and then for 
the female to lay about two million eggs on the nearest 
cabbage, cauliflower, etc., etc., she can locate.
What the male moth is going to do is not our im­
mediate concern although quite possibly he has other 
lovely lady cabbagemoths all lined up for the near 
future, who may also have plans for your garden patch.
Those cartons of moth crystals seemed to completely 
confuse the moths. Pair after pair approached that 
section of the garden, wafting along in their usual 
erratic, light-hearted fashion, and then veered off, and 
carried on their frantic aerial flight over the fence and 
into the neighbour’s garden. 1 didn’t like to ask if he 
had a lot of worm damage (that is what moth eggs 
become . . . worms) but he looked concerned a lot of 
lastsu^mer.
Another very effective deterrent was the use of coffee 
grounds in the carrot patch.
Several years ago 1 tried mixing carrots and onions in 
the same bed, having read that this sent the carrot Hy 
somewhere else to lay her eggs. It just didn’t work for. 
me. Maybe others have had some success, but not 1.
Last year 1 spread coffee grounds oyer the surface of 
the carrot bed, adding more grouiidr each time we “ 
brewed coffee. We only had three carrots-that had 
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l•ence Posts, Digging, .50 
in. Uotovaior. Pronipl, 
(hHirleoii.s Service. 
656-1748
o KEYS - LOCKS lUBRICANTS
BoociiKt jfiyuiod 










•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 






Ask fur ‘Heinz' 
H.C. PLUMBING 



















661 Cnnturbury Rd.. 
Vlclorlo.B.C.Vez 1ZB 
Sfirviog Sidney, Biootwood and 
Saof'iifh Piiniruiila frnio V/irlnrln 




I "^LONIHIME I 
I SIDNEY BUILDER |
I Now specializing inj 
I linishing caipeinry, i
“ . « 1 1 .EEVrl lx I I t I r .. E t' 4I cabineis and buili-ins,
• ninipiis looms, lepairs.'
I atldiiions ...- no job too |
I small, j
Uenovale anil Save i
WES JONES 































Pol'H- and line Work
Qmilily 
VViirklnaiiHliip 










A & B BOAT TOPS








APEX STEEL LTD. MARINA LTD.
COMnttEBOIlIRRtPAtRS MARINE INOINISr/nnir,5TiMr. i; vLtfiniMC
OOVERHMENr APRROVID Cdit'ipIt'Tti , IriliKilInlloin
94HOMNt[RVICf (tfh.iililliiu . (tiliuuil LyMmi'iS: fur
I'J.HYIANO
SiJiicy H.C. 656-a)22 '6.16 <6.U
to the Review!
We are pleased lo offer our annual subscription rale of $8.00 which can be obtained 
. by simply calling any of our offices at:
SIDNEY 6.56.11.51 
BKHNIVVOQU 6.52-46.H 
ROYAL. OAK 470-2314 
OR
Fill in and mail ihe cotipon Ui: 
I'he Sidney Review 
P.O. Box 2070 
B.C, VKI, 3S.5
Hense t‘nl».T my sutLscription for one year. I J 
Bleutiv enter my .vuliH'riplion iind bill me Inter. U 
(N.B. Senior Cilizensi rale $7.(K) per nnmim.)
Name"........... ..............................................
IVInilinp AiltlrE*v5 ,'s*,**».,*....4***.,,**.*,
.............. -s..\ , . . /tp
"Serving The PeniiiuiiUi Sint*1912" \
rather wish we drank more“reaI” coffee, since 1 am 
convinced those same grounds would quite likely 
confuse many other insects, if spread in other parts of 
thegarden.
One thing that does cause me concern is with all this 
business of confusing the bugs, one does not want to 
confuse the bees as well, since they are so necessary to 
the pollination of such things as tomatoes and squash, 
peas and beans, etc.
Perhaps one should plant things that need pollination 
in a different part of the garden, and to encourage the 
bees, also plant a lot of sweet smelling flowers such as 
double petunias.
This year 1 arn going to scatter a lot of marigold seed 
amongst the vegetables since marigolds arc supposed to 
repel insects, and certainly the bees seem to enjoy their 
fragrance.
Meanwhile, much as I hate the use of pesticides, 1 
have spicad a band of slug bait, and another of earwig 
bail, all around the border of the vegetable garden, and 
ibis morning viewed, with mingled glee and disgust, the 
unsightly remains of several large, and innumerable 
small snails. Yiiiik!
In answer lo an anxious enquiry as to why we were 
only plaining our vegetable garden last week, let me 
reassure all of you. We really do garden all year round. 
In order (o plant this spring garden we bad to dig up the 
last of the leeks, the spinach, a few rather coarse beets, 
and the sv'inler crop of broccoli. Wc even sacrificed 
some cabbage I pul in very Inie in tlic I’nil, It had not 
lormed a head yet, bul was delicious cut up and steamed 
tike Swiss chuid.
Acinally one should pm in a few radishes, a sprinkle 
of lettuce seed, a few caulillower plants every couple of 
weeks during the growing season, By doing this you 
have a coiislant supply of fresh vegetables, instead of 40 
caiilinowers all ripe and ready to eat on the same day, 
anti nothing to look forward to exeepi frozen 
caulillower for motuhs 10 come.
Although il is still much too cold at tiight for my 
liking, it now time to consider planting begottias and 
ziimias, botlt of these are pretty V'lcndcr" hut so 










llnirscliiy: y:.T0 a.in., 
lapidaiy, 10 a.m,, weaving, 
carpel bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m,, bridge,
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m., crib,
Friday; noon, lunch,
spring bazaar 1 - 4 p.m.; 7 
p.m., evening cards.
Saturday and Sunday 
open I p.rn. to 4 p.m. for 
drop-ins.
Monday: 10 a.m., dance 
fur fun, quilting, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 12i30 p.m., 
ceramics: I p.m,, swim 
eliib; 7:.30p.m,, bingo.
Did You Know?
I hat w« have 
cxcellcnf sclwtlon 
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BUtLD IT RIGHT WITH
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Prices Effective 
till June 14th or 














Self sealing 210 lb. 1st 
quality. Approx. 32.3 
Sq. Ft. per bundle.
$gB5
bundle
50 LB. ROLL ROOFING
Approx. 108 Sq. Ft. coverage.
90 LB. ROLL ROOFING








•super tough • resilient • waterproof • elastic 
• light weight • longlasting • easily applied & 
maintained.





Tru-Lok Tapes in unbreakable chrome-plated 
Cycblac cases. 16’ long tape. It’s positive lock 
prevents the blade from slipping back into the 





Selection and savings on all your bi­
fold door requirements. Check the 
size. . , Check the Savings.
























Solid Unlinishod Cedar FinRor Joint 
Front Doors. Avoiloblo with Sill and 
Out Side Casings,
For long lasting beauty dress up your 
homo with those Finger Jointed 
Cedar Doors. Stain or just oil, tho 
beauty of Cedar addsTasting quality 










Windsor has a panel for every room. Our super 
"make it easy” panel is just one of the many 






Heighten the beauty of your home by 
putting landscapers WHITE ROCK 
around your lawn, patio, sundeck, 




Excellent value, slap on the savings with 
Tops LATEX STAIN. Your choice of 






Panelling Special Purchase 
SAVt
Looks like individual brick. Feels like brick. Each sheet 
covers 32 sq. feet. Simply nail or glue into place. 







Various Woodgrain Patterns, V-Grooved, 
AlmostNo. 1 
4’x8’x4 mm
Real “Mahogany" with overlay.
Truly a decorators delight is to have Real Wood 
Panelling in their Home. The aroma and texture of 
Real Wood Panelling will enhance the beauty and 
value ofyour home for years to come.
Summertime Make it Easy




Windsor makes it easy




Make If Easy Super Saving
Dee Spruce Sheathing
First Gome BASIS Only
$1^99
5/16" X 4” Tongue & Groove 
Knotty Pine
/ 8’ package
5/16” X 4” Tongue & Groove 





(Available at Saanich and Victoria stores only.)
iWii:
CUTTINGS. Top off a table with these handy 












Windsor specializes in "hardwood" plywood in 4’x8’ 
sheets. Various thicknesses available. See Windsor 
FIRST. We’ve got the, selection , . . We've got the 
savings.
4’x8’x%" Maple
Paint Grade 1 Side
198
ea.
“Plywood Availability & Prices Vary from Store to Store"
4'x8V/4"Teak
Lumber Core 2 Side
>88





Full sheet Plastic Laminate. Quality American 
made laminate, that is the contractors and 
















ea. "Plywood Availability & Prices Vary from Store to Store"
EXTERIOR SIDING
Building a shed for storing your garden tools 
or kids’ bikes? ,, . Look at this special on 
4'x8' sheets of exterior siding. Rough sawn 
texture, grooved to simulate individual 
boards. Shop Grade 
4'x8'x3/B" Exterior Cedar Siding
B" Grooving ,. ,$13,28 sht. 
4'x8’x5/8" Exterior Cedar Siding
B"Qrcioving ,.,$19.98 sht.
WINDSOR HAS ALL YOUR 
FENCING NEEDS FOR THE 80’s...
5/8" T&G Aspenite
Flooring
POniNG SOIL 30 Lb. Sk. 99 ea.
Look to Windsor (or top grades in 
fencing material. »1 Fencing, In 
fact we’ve got it all tor your 
tcncing needs, Soo Windsor First 





A cedar box to store your 
grass cuttings, etc,' 





1/2" Shop Particle 
Board
DRIVEWAY SEALER
Seals and beautifies your
11














driveway, Easy do-it- 
yourself Instructions, See 
your nearest Windsor 





SAW HORSE I Wooden Handled Wheelbarrows
, misHAinr.. 
awcTArt^
Never run out ot 
contact cement. 
Always a tuindy item 




Government “Chip Program" , . , save now on 
energy ollicinnt Fibreglass Insulation. Got up 
to $500.00 Government Grant on insulation 
II your home was built before 1961,
Details at your Windsor store.
Sturcly sawhorses.
Assombled 
anti ready to go.
Pr,
Tho contractors style wheelbarrow for tho do-it- 
yoursollor, Features a seamless steel tray 
approx, 34V4" long 27" wide. Hardwood 
handles (inished in durable clear varnish. All 







These low cost economical plastic panels are tho 
answer to add color and cover to a carport, patio, 
sundeck, etc.










•Nanaimo, Parksvillo. Courtenay, Campbell River 
•♦Victoria, Duncan, Koiitlng
Windsor Ptywotni
2120 KEATING X RD. open sunoay io:oo-5;oo 652-5632
1 VICTORIA
1 KEATING DUNCAN 1 NANAIMO 1 PARKSVILLE
1 COURTENAY 1 CAMPBELL RIVF.R | SALTSPRINQ, 1
1 9t?fli 10*10 1 Dsrfflenffesd 1 litaiiiiUwy. ! 2C43 1 ICEO I , Ganses.B.C. B
1 Jutland Road 1 Keating Crossroads Canada Avenue I 758-S122 1 French Creek 1 Kilpatrick Ave. 1 14 th Avenue 1 Valcourt Center 1I 386-8222 1 652-5632 746>4722 | 752-1182 1 3384941 1 287-8012 S37-S579 1
YHE nmmn
PREB DELIVERY
